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ABSTRACT
This thesis considers the viability of an architectural grammar based on traditional Caribbean
architecture as an aid to designing climatically responsive architecture in hot humid climates.
It argues that since traditional Caribbean architecture is a successful response to the constraints of
climate and resources, a grammar based on this architecture would produce designs with similar
characteristics and therefore would still be relevant today. The purpose of focusing on the
relationship between architectural form and energy use is to help designers understand the
consequences of basic design decisions and to help them to use these issues positively to generate
form.
In order to investigate this issue, a number of questions were addressed in the thesis. They were:
What are shape grammars? What is appropriate design in hot humid climates? What is traditional
Caribbean architecture and is it climatically appropriate? What would a tropical grammar look like
and what would it produce? and How could it be used practically? A grammar was formulated
based on a set of 16 traditional Caribbean houses and as a test, two new designs were generated.
Shape grammars, in their most basic form, are essentially a set of rules that if followed, will generate
designs in the same family as the original set. Typically, they are used to study a particular
architect's style or occasionally a building style.
This thesis states that shape grammars have two serious limitations which reduce their usefulness
to designers. The first is that shape grammars focus only on physical form and the second is that
they do not increase the user's understanding of the reasons for the grammar rules.
However, it was found that, in contrast, the process of developing or formulating a grammar (as
opposed to using one) was exceptionally useful for developing a deep understanding of the
architectural style or type.
The thesis concludes that architectural grammars can be a very useful and accessible tool for
designers: 1. if they are able to go beyond physical form to include other architectural issues and
knowledge; 2. if means are developed for presenting grammars which allow users to understand
the rules, and not simply follow them; and 3. if methods are developed for analyzing and evaluating
the designs that are generated by the grammar.
It also concludes that a grammar is a useful tool to familiarize designers with the most successful
characteristics of traditional architectural vocabulary. The purpose of this type of grammar is not
to copy or duplicate a style, but to learn from its practical solutions in order to create new
combinations of form that would be appropriate to the conditions found today.
Thesis Supervisor: William J. Mitchell
Title: Dean, School of Architecture and Planning
Professor of Architecture and Media Arts and Sciences
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Preface
This thesis investigates the use of an architectural grammar
based on traditional Caribbean architecture as an aid to designing
appropriate architecture in hot humid climates.
This investigation attempts to bring together three interests that
Ihave: tropical architecture thatresponds gracefullyto its climate,
tools for designing, and shape grammars.
I have long been interested in how buildings can respond to a
climate. Having lived for a number of years in uncomfortably
hot humid climates where the energy supply was unreliable and
resources were limited, I became very much aware of the need
for low-costbuildings thatwere comfortable inhigh temperature
and high humidity and that did not rely on air conditioning
systems. During these years, my admiration for the elegant
solutions offered by traditional architecture in these regions
grew and it became clear that they offered important lessons to
the contemporary designer.
My second interest lay in how designers, especially those in
developing countries, could be provided with tools to aid them
in designing low-cost appropriate buildings that meet local
needs. Unfortunately, it is not uncommon for architects (both
foreign and national) who have been trained innorthern countries
to have difficulty adapting what they had learned to the radically
different circumstances in developing countries. Designs that
would have been perfectly adequate in another setting become
expensive uncomfortable burdens to the occupants.
Shape grammars are a more recent interest. I understood what
they were, but their practical purpose was unclear. I became
interested in the question of how, or if, a shape grammar could
be used to familiarize designers with the best characteristics of
traditional architectural vocabulary that had been developed
over the years for responding to hot humid climates. The
intention was not to copy or duplicate this architecture but to
learn from it in order to create new combinations of form that
might be appropriate to the conditions found today.
In order to answer the question of whether an architectural
grammar could be used as an aid to designers, a number of
questions were considered. Each of the chapters focuses on the
five following questions:
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e What are shape grammars?
e What is appropriate design in hot humid climates?
e Whatis traditional Caribbean architecture and is it climatically
appropriate?
e What would a tropical grammar look like and what would it
produce? and
* How could it be used practically?
The first chapter reviews shape grammars. It describes what
they are, their purpose and history, gives examples of grammars
that have been developed in the past 15 years, explains the
process of formulating a grammar, the role of computers, and the
use of grammars in education and reviews the criticism of shape
grammars.
The second chapter gives a brief review of the study of tropical
architecture, characteristics of a hot humid climate, the concept
of comfort and how it's quantified, and the design strategies or
established architectural rules-of-thumb that have been
developed for dealing with hot humid climates.
The third chapter looks at traditional domestic Caribbean
architecture -its influences and similarities to other architecture
in other parts of the world, house types, and a desdription of its
characteristics. It demonstrates how the traditional house meets
the climatic requirements of the region by comparing the design
strategies described in the previous chapter with the
characteristics of the traditional Caribbean house.
In the fourth chapter, an architectural grammar is formulated,
based on a setof 16houses (11 framehouses,2 shop/townhouses,
and 3 townhouses) found in the Caribbean. Though located in
the Caribbean, these buildings are simlar to other houses found
in other parts of the world. The grammar rules are listed as well
as the reasoning behind them. Finally, to test the grammar, two
new designs are generated, using the grammar rules.
The final chapter looks at the practicality of using grammars as
an aid for design - both its limitations and potential. It looks at
some existing examples, the advantages and disadvantages of
various media and suggests some ways of presenting grammars
to enhance their usefulness.
The final chapter also makes some conclusions on grammars and
their usefulness to the design process. It emphasizes that
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grammars can be a useful tool if they are able to go beyond
physical form to include other architectural issues and if they are
presented in a form that makes them accessible and easy to use
in daily practice.
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Description
E Grammars
A grammarissimply a set of rules formakinguseful arrangements
from a set of elements. The results are usually two- or three-
dimensional and can represent buildings, components,
subsystems or other objects. A grammar may contain many or
very few rules.
Grammars are based on the analogy between design and
language. It is based on the premise that the process of designing
a building is similar to the construction of a sentence, that is,
architectural elements make up a vocabulary and can be put
together according to certain rules of grammar. For example, not
every combination of words would be considered a sentence;
only those combinations of words that obey the rules of the
language's grammar would be considered a sentence.
Several types of grammars have been developed. The most
common is the shape grammar which produces geometric forms
or shapes that can represent objects and are possible to talk about
in functional terms. They have been used to describe and
understand a wide range of architectural types or styles. Because
a shape grammar defines a set of shapes, it is most successful
with geometric forms.
Related closely to shape grammars are artifact grammars which
"make the functions of components and subsystems explicit and
derive functionallyinterpreted designs". (Mitchell, 1992b) Rather
than generating geometric shapes, artifact grammars produce
designs that "contain knowledge of things work, how they can
be assembled and how they can be used". (Mitchell, 1992b) A
practical architectural vocabulary would consist of realistically
obtainable types of elements. In the simplest case, itmight be the
closed and limited kit of parts offered by a Froebel or Lego set,
or the repertoire of an old-fashioned industrialized component
building system. (Mitchell, 1992a)
Other types include color grammars, and structure grammars
and relational grammars.
N Types of Rules
There are three basic types of rules found in grammars:
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1. Simple Prescriptive Rules: The simplest type is to show
examples of "correct" and "incorrect" solutions or designs.
Another approach is to give general prescriptive "should" or
"must" rules.
2. Replacement Rules: Another approach is to give replacement
rules, that is, options are given during the design process. For
example, for a design for a clock tower, one can choose option A,
option B, or option C.
3. Recursive Rules: The third type are recursive rules or
replacement rules that are applied repeatedly. In this way, a very
simple rule can produce a very large number of design
possibilities.
0 Approaches to Shape Grammars (Decision-making)
Designs are generated in shape grammar by applying rules to
some initial shape. At any stage of the design generation, choices
or decisions are made and the final design is a result of a
particular series of decisions or choices made during the process.
There are two basic approaches to decision-making in shape
grammars: top-down and bottom-up.
Top-down shape grammars start with abstract concepts that are
broken down into a series of sub-problems which are then
individually solved. Each stage of the design is broken into
another level of sub-problems. For example, a top-down
architectural grammar would start with an overall size and
organizing grid and work down to room layout, entrances, and
finally down to the details of walls, columns, doors, windows
and exterior ornamentation.
A bottom-up grammar would work in the opposite direction,
starting with the details and working into more abstract general
concepts.
Bottom-upTop-down
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Both strategies have their advantages and disadvantages. In
top-down design, sub-problems and therefore their solutions
are limited by the previous decision. It may become necessary
to move back up the framework and readjust the decisions at a
higher level so that the subproblems atalower level are redefined.
In bottom-up design, the sub-problems are defined by the
assembly of previous elements. Itmayatsomepointbe impossible
to combine the pieces to reach the desired result which may
require moving back down to a lower level and reassembling
elements in a different way. In reality, most grammars are
neither top-down nor bottom-up, but are a combination of the
two, permitting the designer to move up and down levels in both
directions, exploring possibilities, as needed.
* Generation and Testing
A grammar that generates designsismadeup of two mechanisms:
1. The generation mechanism. This consists of the elements,
rules for how the elements are to be put together, and a control
strategy for deciding what alternative to try next, and
2. A test mechanism. This tests if the rules have been followed
correctly and the results meets the desired criteria.
Either orboth the generation and testingcanbe doneby computer
program.
The intelligence or critical ability of the grammar can lie either in
the generation or the testmechanism. If the generationmechanism
is set up so that the results will always be what is desired, then
the test mechanism will have little to do. In other words, it will
get it right the first time. If, on the other hand, the critical ability
lies in the test mechanism, the grammar can generate endless
possibilities and the test mechanism evaluates and chooses the
most acceptable ones according to its criteria.
(Cagan, Mitchell, 1993), (Hersey, 1992), (Knight, 1990), (Mackenzie, 1989),
(Mitchell, 1990), (Mitchell, 1992b), (Mitchell, 1992a), (Stiny, 1980a), (Stiny, 1981)
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Why Shape Grammars?
The primary purpose of any type of grammar is to increase our
understanding of design. It is based on the belief that the more
accurately or explicitly an object or system can be described, the
better it will be understood and consequently, the better the
discussion can be about that design. Simply describing an
architectural style or type and showing a few examples does not
promote understanding in the same way. It is claimed that full
understanding can only occur when one can give rules to construct
new instances of the style or type. (Stiny, Mitchell, 1980)
A well-formulated grammar describes architectural knowledge
that is useful and practical and is put in a form that allows it to
be applied in new situations (different sites, client requirements,
and budgets). The grammar allows designers to generate new
designs and it should indicate whether the new design will work
and if it can be built. (Mitchell, 1992a).
Shape grammars are based on the view that design is a problem-
solving activity that involves the process of generating a set of
possible solutions and choosing the most acceptable one from
that set. Therefore, in order to choose the best solution, it would
be desirable tobe able to specifyall the known designpossibilities.
To specify this set of design possibilities or elements, one could:
1. catalogue all the possible elements in the set;
2. present one possible element and transform it to produce the
other elements,
3. provide a computer program for generating all the elements of
the set, or
4. provide a grammar for generating the elements of the set.
(Gips, Stiny 1980)
Shape grammars are also based on the premise that architects
already use a type of informal shape grammar when they design
and that a shape grammar simply makes their method more
explicit. They are said to have an architectural language or style
because of their knowledge of shapes and materials and how to
use them. This language can evolve as the architect learns to
make use of new elements or new ways of using known elements.
(Mitchell, 1990, Logic)
Using the rules of a shape grammar to construct designs are
believed to have several advantages:
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1. A few simple rules can be used to construct a multiplicity of
complicated designs.
2. Rules open up new avenues or directions for design with a
given vocabulary.
3. In order to define rules that can be used in shape grammars,
ideas and knowledge about possibilities for design must be
represented in an explicit and detailed way which gives a greater
command of the language of design.
4. Rules shift the emphasis in design away from the individual
to the language of design and allows the designer to use past
experience in new situations.
5. Rules can be modified to define new languages of designs that
reflect changing circumstances or incorporate new ideas. (Stiny,
1980b)
(Gips, Stiny 1980), (Hersey, 1992), (Knight, 1980), (Knight, 1990), (Koning,
Eizenberg, 1981), (Mackenzie, 1989), (Mitchell, 1990), (Mitchell, 1992a), (Stiny,
1980 b), (Stiny, Mitchell, 1980)
History
The point that many authors emphasize about shape grammars
is that the idea is not new. The name may be relatively new -
dating from the late 1970s - but the idea that plans, facades and
designs can be generated from recipes, rules, prescriptions, or
instructions have been circulating in the architectural world for
hundreds of years.
Vitruvius, was one of the first to describe how to design a
building. Palladio, Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, and
Christopher Alexander are all considered "paradigmatic"
architects and architectural historians and theorists have long
used the ideas of "language", "vocabulary" and "syntax" to
describe design. (Mitchell, 1992a)
Furniture design in the eighteenth century was based on
guidebooks or catalogues published by the more prominent
cabinetmakers for the purpose of providing other cabinetmakers
with a wide variety of models on which to base their own
designs. These catalogues were based on the belief that creativity
is expressed by new elaboration on a given paradigm within a
language, and not by innovation of new paradigms or novelty.
Good design therefore was a reflection of the designer's ability
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to understand the language and to develop its potential in a
refined way. (Knight, 1980)
Others thought that model designs could be useful for the non-
designer as well as the designer. James Gibbs in his A Book of
Architecture (a good example of replacement rules) stated that
the book was written because he thought that ...
"...such a Work as this would be of use to such Gentlemen as might be
concerned in Building, especially in the remote parts of the Country, where
little or no assistancefor Designs can be procured. Such may be herefurnished
with Draughts of useful and convenient Buildings and proper Ornaments;
which may be executed by any Workman who understands Lines, either as here
Defined, or with some Alteration, which may be easily made by a person of
Judgment". (Gibbs, 1728)
(Gibbs, 1728), (Knight, 1980), (Mitchell, 1992a)
Examples
A number of grammars have been developed in the past 15
years, butby far the most common are shape grammars. Though
shape grammars are considered to be most successful with
geometric form because of their ability to generate shapes, they
have also been successful with architecture because the shapes
that are generated are interpreted as rooms, volumes and
buildings. They have been used to analyze a variety of designs,
including Hepplewhite chair backs, (Knight, 1980), Frank Lloyd
Wright prairie houses (Koning, Eizenberg, 1981), Palladio villas
(Hersey, 1992, Stiny,Ivitchell, 1978ab,c, Mitchell, 1990), Mughul
gardens (Stiny, Mitchell, 1980), and Queen Anne Houses
(Flemming, 1987).
Architectural grammars usually are developed to:
1. analyze styles or types of design, and
2. explore and generate completely new styles or types of design.
Though most authors stress the importance of the ability to
generate new styles of types of designs, much of the work done
to date has focused on the analysis of historic or contemporary
styles.
(Carlson, 1991), (Flemming, 1987), (Hersey, 1992), (Knight, 1980), (Knight, 1989),
(Koning, Eizenberg, 1981), (Mitchell, 1992b), (Mitchell, 1990), (Mitchell, 1992a),
(Stiny, Mitchell, 1980)
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Figure 18. Rules to generate roofs. Queen Anne houses (Flemming, 1987)
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Figure 1. Three Hepplewhite-style shield-back chain attributed to Samuel McIntyre.
Hepplewhite chairs (Knight, 1980)
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Figue 23. A new Hepplewhite-style chair.
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Figure 2. The ground plan for the garden of the Tal Mahm in Agra.
Figure 3. The ground plan for the Figure 4. The ground plan for the Tomb of Jahangir at
Shaimar Bagh in Lahore. Shahdara near Lahore.
Mughal Gardens (Stiny, Mitchell, 1980)
Process of Developing
a Shape Grammar
There are 6 stages to developing an architectural shape grammar.
1. The Corpus: The first step is to identify a corpus or a finite set
of buildings from which the vocabulary will be derived. This
corpus can be small or large but the choice of buildings in this set
will influence the grammar - that is, a different set of buildings
will produce a different vocabulary. This corpus could be a
group of buildings by a particular architect such as the prairie
houses of Frank Lloyd Wright (Koning, Eizenberg, 1981) or a
type such as Queen Anne houses (Flemming, 1987).
2. Vocabulary: The next stage is to analyze and study the corpus
and specify avocabulary or elements of two or three-dimensional
forms that make up the corpus. These elements are considered
the building blocks for future designs. (Knight, 1990) (Stiny,
1980b)
3. Spatial Relations: Once the elements are identified, the
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Figure 18 (continued)
Frank Lloyd Wright's Prairie Houses (Koning, Eizenberg, 1980)
relationships between the elements or how they are combined
are determined.
4. Rules: The next stage is to write the "rules" that specify how
the elements can be arranged in a design.
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5. Initial Shape: The initial shape is formed. The shape rules will
be applied to this initial shape to construct designs. Another way
of approaching the "initial shape" is to consider it as the starting
point in the design - or in other words, where one starts in the
design process. The initial shape can be a room (Flemming, 1987)
or an element such as a fireplace (Koning, Eizenberg, 1981).
6. Shape Grammar The initial shape, rules and vocabulary are
combined together to define a language of design. This grammar
represents a hierarchy or path of decisions that are made through
the design process. One starts with the initial shape, applies the
rules and obtains a design in the style defined by the grammar.
With a grammar, one could reproduce one of the original
buildings in the corpus or produce another one that would be
completely different, but of the same family.
(Flemming, 1987), (Knight, 1990), (Koning, Eizenberg, 1981), (Mackenzie, 1989),
(Stiny, 1980 b)
Role of the Computer
To some, the use of computers is synonymous with shape
grammars, but though they canbe usefulin some circumstances,
they are not essential.
Computers are used because of their ability to calculate a huge
number of permutations and combinations based on a set of
rules. Because of a computer's speed and thoroughness, some
believe that a computer can apply rules, generate designs, and
test them better than an unaided human being. (Hersey, 1992)
Though many see the computer as a useful tool for generating
the set of possible solutions, there are only very few who see the
designs that are generatedby acomputer as a more "dependable"
source of new designs. Even fewer feel that computer-generated
designs are superior because the designer would no longer need
to rely on "creative inspiration", the "inventive flash", or
"individual genius". (Stiny, 1980b).
A computer can undoubtedly produce an exhaustive list of
possible designs far faster than a person ever could. However,
if one considers it from an educational point of view, this maynot
be positive and could even be at odds with learning. In some
circumstances, it could be preferable to not use computers and
instead have the person apply the rules, generate, and test the
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designs by hand.
Rather than an either-or situation, more interesting possibilities
occur in combining computers and humans. Because a shape
grammar is made up of both generative and testing rules, a
computer could generate the designs by mechanically applying
all the rules while a human inspects and tests the machine's
proposals. Or, a person could generate alternative designs, and
a computer tests and evaluates the design. In a completely
automated design process the computer would both generate
and evaluate. In a completely manual system, the human would
both generate and evaluate. (Mitchell, 1990)
(Hersey, 1992), (Mitchell, 1990), (Stiny, 1980b)
Use of Shape Grammars
in Education
The most famous shape grammar, designed byFrederickFroebel,
a nineteenth century educator, is well known to architects and
designers because of its influence on Frank Lloyd Wright who
was trained in this method as a child.
The method was based on a set of building blocks or "gifts". The
child plays with the blocks and is expected to design new forms
ft 3
Gift 5
Figure 1. Froebel's building gifts.
Gift 4
Gift 6
Froebel's building gifts (Stiny, 1980b)
I I
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through trial-and-error. Success is measured by the child's
ability to discover new ways of putting the blocks together. The
intention was to allow the child to learn to solve design problems
by discovering the blocks' properties and possibilities. (Stiny,
1980b).
More recently, George Stiny developed a program based on the
Froebel blocks. This program has since been revised and
expanded into a series of design exercises and isbeingusedinthe
Design Theory and Methods area of the Architecture and Urban
Design Program at UCLA. One part of the program is made up
of exercises for developing shape grammars and the other for
developing color grammars. (Knight, 1990)
They have found that the most exciting aspect of the exercises is
that using simple shapes, design and coloring can be explored in
a systematic and straightforward way. They also found that the
designs generated in these exercises would not likely to have
been imagined using the conventional trial-and-error method.
(Knight, 1990)
(Knight, 1990), (Stiny, 1980b)
Criticism of Shape
Grammars
Shape grammars have their critics but much of the criticism
seems to stem from a misunderstanding of their purpose and an
overestimation of what they can do. Though shape grammars
are meant to be an aid to designers, they are seen by some as a
threat.
Much of the criticism is rooted in a fear that shape grammars are
intended to replace architects and designers inthe design process.
Some see it in futuristic or "Brave New World" terms where one
pushes a button and a machine mindlessly produces a final
product with no human interaction and without proper
consideration of site, userneeds, or experiential concerns. Others
fear that shape grammars take the "mystery" out of the creative
process and consequently devalues the skill of the architect.
Taken to the extreme, it is the fear that if the design process is
made too explicit, then anyone could design and the role of the
architect would disappear. Still others believe that good design
must be completely novel and original and any design that is
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based on established rules must therefore be suspect, a copy,
uncreative and intrinsically poor design. And finally, some of
the criticism of shape grammar is the disagreement with the
analogy of shape grammars with language.
Though most of these particular fears are based on a
misunderstanding of a shape grammar's intention and ability,
shape grammars do have their limitations and do not always live
up to their promises. In order to take advantage of grammars in
understanding architecture, it is useful to also understand their
drawbacks.
e Shape grammar vs. architectural grammar. Shape grammars
can be very limiting and somewhat dangerous when they look
at architecture solely as a set of lines and shapes, completely
ignoring some of the most important aspects of architecture, that
is, of how the building is experienced by the user. Pure shape
grammars focus strictly on form and ignore color, sensations,
sound, and how it feels to move in and about a building.
(Mitchell, 1990)
Though the ability to manipulate shape and physical form is
absolutely essential in architecture, it is not everything. Those
who focus grammars only on this one aspect ignore its potential
for other areas. Rather than shape grammars, a more helpful tool
for architects and designers would be an architectural grammar
that would combine shape, form, color, function, structure, light,
energy, budget, culture, social sciences, construction, materials
and all the other considerations that go into a design of a
building.
* Impracticality for the Designer. From a practical point of
view, many of the shape grammars overemphasize the
mathematical and programming aspect that is necessary for
creating aflawless grammar. Unfortunately, when this happens,
these rules become extremely difficult for the uninitiated to read
and use. The rules must in rigorous but in the process they must
not be made incomprehensible and therebynegating the original
purpose of a grammar.
* Rigid, Mechanistic and Unambiguous. Shape grammars are
sometimes described as overly rigid, mechanistic and lacking in
ambiguity. Thisis considered by many to be a drawback because
in real life architectural design is more often a complex process
where rules must change as the design process unfolds.
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e Process vs. Product. If the primary purpose of any grammar
is to increase our understanding of design, it must be judged on
those terms. Looking at the results of others' shape grammars as
well as creating one myself, it has become increasingly clear that
from an educational point of view, the process of creating a
shape grammar is far more beneficial than using a grammar that
has been created by someone else. Itis the processof formulating
a grammar that one gains the deepest understanding of an
architectural form.
The most serious flaw from a practical point of view is that when
presented with the rules created by another person, the
understanding of why the rules are that way are not explicit.
One can follow the rules and manually rearrange the form but
one's understanding of the reason why one arrangement may be
better than the other is not enhanced.
(Fleisher, 1992), (Mitchell, 1990)
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The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief review of the climatic
context of the grammar. It looks at the characteristics of the hot
humid climate and the appropriate design strategies, suggested
by the literature, that can be taken to cope with the climate.
History of "Tropical
Architecture"
The first book on how to design buildings in the tropics, written
in 1776 by a M. d'Albaret, described how buildings should be
adapted in the West Indies. Interestingly, M. d'Albaret had
never been to a tropical country himself and seemed to only be
aware of the physical danger of earthquakes; no consideration
was given to the comfort of the occupants in the design.
After this book, there is no record of any literature written on the
subject of architectural design in tropical countries for another
hundred years.
It was not until the 20th century that interest developed in
adapting architectural solutions for tropical conditions. In 1931
the International Congress of Urbanism took place in Paris
which was the first recorded gathering to discuss the problems
of urbanism in the colonies in tropical regions.
During the 1940s, more bibliographical entries are found. These
discuss both architecture in general in the tropics and specific
problems faced by architects. Apparently in December 1941, the
term "tropical architecture" was used for the first time in an
article in Pencil Points. During this period, particular attention
was given to adapting buildings to tropical conditions through
environmental study and by observing "practical and ingenious
means devised by permanent inhabitants throughoutthe region".
During this period, research involving construction materials
for the tropics also began.
Duringthe 1950s research and publications on the topic increased
and in the 1960s the output increased even further. However,
during the 1970s and even more so during the 1980s, there was
a rapid decline in the number of books published.
Architectural historians mainly attribute the interest in tropical
architecture to the development of colonialismintropical regions
since a large segment of England's, Portugal's, Spain's and
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France's colonial territories were in the tropics. Some claim that
interest grew in this topic because Europeans had difficulty
adapting to life there and the first step taken to overcome these
difficult conditions consisted of "tropicalizing" European
architectural styles.
(Rivera de Figueroa, 1980)
Characteristics of a Hot
Humid Climate
"The tropics" is a geographic term and refers to a wide belt
around the middle of the earth, between the Tropic of Cancer
and the Tropic of Capricorn. This area contains nearly 40% of the
total land surface of the earth.
Broadly speaking there are 2 basic types of tropical climates:
1. hot and humid; and
2. hot and dry.
Only the hot and humid climate will be addressed in this chapter
and thesis.
Temperatures: Hot and humid climates have a temperature
range from 64*F to l00*F (18-38*C) but temperatures are usually
somewherebetween 82*F and 86*F (28*C- 30*C). Vaporpressure
is very high.
There is usually no great temperature difference between the
seasons and night temperatures are close to daytime
temperatures. The rainy season is very warm to hot and humid
with nights as uncomfortable as the days.
Humidity: Humidity is high during most of the year and can
vary from 55% to 100%; 75% is average.
Precipitation: Precipitation is quite high and can vary from 49"
to 197" (1250 - 5000 mm). Some regions have little or no rain
during the dry season and tropical downpours are common.
Sky condition: Some regions are fairly cloudy and hazy
throughout the year while other areas have clear skies and bright
sun more frequently. Sky glare is high.
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Other The high temperatures and high humidity encourage
mosquitoes and other insects, the growth of fungi, rusting and
rotting. Termites are common. Severe corrosion can occur in
coastal areas due to the high salt content of the air. Hurricanes
are also a serious seasonal hazard in some regions.
Consequences on design: A climate with these characteristics
means that buildings and humans need protection from the rain
and sun,butbecause of highhumidity,airmovementis important
to help dry sweating skin and relieve discomfort.
All the literature stresses the importance of checking climatic
data carefully in the specific area where the building will located.
They emphasize that a designer must be aware not only of the
averages and range of the climate, but also the extremes.
(Atkinson, 1950), (Atkinson, 1960) , (Fry, Drew, 1982), (Koenigsberger, 1973),
(Konya, 1980), (Kukreja, 1978), (Rannells, 1952)
Climatic Elements
There are five meteorological or climatic elements thatneed to be
considered and understood by the designer: 1. solar radiation, 2.
air temperature, 3. wind, 4. humidity, and 5. precipitation. With
an understanding of these elements, the designer can design a
building that is able to counteract at least some of the least
pleasant characteristics of the climate and use its benefits to the
best advantage.
E Solar radiation
There are three ways in which energy can be transferred from
onepointto another: 1. radiation, 2. conduction, and3. convection.
Conduction and convection are relatively slow but radiation is
acts quickly and has the most effect on buildings.
Buildings receive heat directly from the sun and sky, and from
reflected heat from the ground. The intensity of the solar
radiation depends on the altitude of the sun and the amount of
water vapor, dust and pollutants in the air.
The interior of a building is affected by the radiation when it
enters windows and is absorbed by the internal surfaces and
when it is absorbed by the outside surface, conducted through
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the material and emitted to the interior.
N Air temperature
Air temperature is determined mainly by the heating and cooling
of the earth's surface. It is important for the designer to consider
not only the mean maximum temperatures but also the monthly
mean minimum which can give an indication of the day and
night variations.
N Wind
Wind is measured by its direction, speed, gustiness and frequency
of calms. The direction of the wind always refers to the direction
from which the wind is coming. The designer must determine
the direction, speed and the daily and seasonal shifts of the
prevailing winds.
Because the wind affects ventilation, it can be used for cooling,
but the wind can also cause driving rain.
* Atmospheric humidity
The term atmospheric humidity refers to the water vapor content
of the atmosphere. For any given temperature, there is a limit to
the amount of water that can be held as vapor and its capacity
increases with temperature.
* Precipitation
Precipitation occurs when moist air rises and cools, causing
condensation and forming clouds. As the air continues to rise
(and cool) the droplets form together and they fall as rain, snow,
sleet, or hail.
It is important for the designer to not only know the total rainfall
for each month but also the maximum amount for any 24-hour
period in order to ensure adequate drainage from roofs and
paved areas.
(Konya, 1980), (Koenigsberger, 1973)
Selection of
Materials
The amount of heat entering a building depends largely on the
wall and roof materials. The characteristics of the materials that
most effect the comfort of the occupants are:
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" absorptivity/emissivity,
e insulation value, and
" thermal capacity.
Absorptivity/emissivity: Radiation that strikes a surface can
either be absorbed by the material or reflected away from it.
Absorptivity refers to the ability of the material to absorb heat
and emissivity refers to its ability to reflect the radiation.
Darker colors tend to absorb solar energy more than light colors.
Also, the lighter the color is, the more it will reflect the energy.
Therefore, light colors are preferred for walls and roofs in hot
climates because of the resulting lower temperatures inside the
building. Both dark and light colors lose heat to the sky at equal
rates.
Insulation Value: Insulation value refers to the materials ability
to transfer heat.
Walls and roofs in hot climates should not transfer heat easily.
Because air is one of the best insulators, materials made with air
usually have low heat transfer values. Interior spaces within
walls and roofs can be made even more resistant to heat transfer
by covering the interior surface of the air space with highly
reflective materials such as foil.
Thermal Capacity: Thermal capacity refers to the ability of the
material to store heat. The higher the thermal capacity, the
slower the temperature change through the material.
Where there is little difference between day and night
temperature, walls and roofs with low thermal capacity are
preferred.
(Atkinson, 1950), (Konya, 1980)
Comfort
One of the most important requirements for human comfort is
keeping the internal temperature of the body within a certain
range, regardless of the temperature of the environment around
it. This balance will depend on activity, acclimatization, clothing,
air temperature, radiation, humidity and air movement.
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The body attempts to maintain its internal temperature in warm
weather by releasing heat through conduction, convection,
radiation and/or evaporation.
A person with clothes does not normally lose much heat by
conduction unless the body is in contact with cold materials that
are good conductors.
The body exchanges heat with the surrounding air by convection.
The amount of heat transfer will depend on the temperature
difference between the skin and the air, and the amount of air
movement.
Radiation can take place between the body and surrounding
surfaces and will depend on the temperature difference between
the skin and the surface.
When the air temperature is
above 77*F (25*C), the clothed
human body cannot get rid of
enough heat through
convection or radiation. At
this temperature, the loss of
perspiration (heatloss through
evaporation) becomes the only
means of cooling thebody. The
amount of heat that can be lost
through evaporation depends
on the clothing worn, the level
of vapor pressure, and the
amount of air movement.
The comfort of the human
body in hot humid climates
depends on the temperature
of the air and surrounding
surfaces, the relative humidity
of the air, and air movement.
The range of conditions under
which comfort is experienced
Shmenng
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(Koenigsberger, 1973)
is called the "comfort zone".
Though the comfort zone is a subjective assessment of conditions,
it does have a physical base.
Several researchers have tried to evaluate the effects of
temperature, humidity and comfort and combine them into a
S
C-
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single value.
Bioclimatic Chart: Victor Olgyay devised the bioclimatic chart
on which comfort zones can be determined. The chart plots the
dry-bulb temperature andhumidity and is position in the comfort
zone is indicated. The chart also indicates how the zone can be
shifted (e.g. through air movement, activity, etc.)
'' % wIvehunaatg
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Schematic diagram of Olgyay's Bioclimatic Chart (Konya, 1980)
Thermal Indices: B. Giovani claimed that the Bioclimatic Chart
was limited because it was based on the outdoor climate and not
on the conditions within the building. He therefore developed
an alternative method which involves an estimation of the
expected indoorclimate andsuggests the suitability of ventilation,
air temperature reduction and evaporative cooling. The resulting
diagram has been called the Building Bioclimatic Chart.
Mahoney Tables: Because the methods used to analyze and
solve climatic problems can be long and difficult, the Mahoney
Tables were developed by the Department of Development and
Tropical Studies of the Architectural Association. With this
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method the more easily found climatic data (temperature,
humidity and precipitation) is entered into simple tables which
then formulate recommendations for preliminary architectural
design. (Konya, 1980)
0-10
1 Orientation north and south (long axis east-west)
5-12
11,12
0-4 2 Compact courtyard planning
Spacing
11, 12 3 Open spacing for breeze penetration
2-10 4 As 3, but protection from hot and cold wind
0,1 5 Compact lay-out of estates
Air movement
3-12
6 Rooms single banked, permanent provision for air
0-5 movement
1,2 
6-12
7 Double banked rooms, temporary provision for air
2-12 movement
0
0,1 8 No air movement requirement
Openings
0, 1 0 9 Large openings, 40-80%
11, 12 0, 1 10 Very small openings, 10-20%
Any other conditions 11 Medium openings, 20-40%
Walls
0-2 12 Light walls, short time-lag
3-12 13 Heavy external and internal walls
Roofs
0-51 i 114 Light, insulated roofs
6-12 15 Heavy roofs, over 8 h time-lag
Out-door sleeping
2-12 16 Space for out-door sleeping required
Rain protection
3-12 17] Protection from heavy rain necessary
Mahoney Tables (Koenigsberger, 1973)
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Design Strategies
In response to the characteristics of ahot humid climate, the most
important aspects of a building in these areas are its ability to
provide shade, ventilation and protection from rain.
Ventilation is the most important consideration and the prime
generator of architectural form in hot humid climates since air
movement evaporates perspiration, causing a cooling effect on
the skin. Ventilationisthe most importantfactor when designing
because shade can be provided by other means if necessary.
Solar radiation is the next most important consideration for
reducing the heat load on buildings.
When reviewing the design strategies for minimizing the
unpleasant characteristics of a hot humid climate, it should be
emphasized that compromise will almost always be necessary.
It is a rare site that would permit all the strategies to be
incorporated without any conflict.
0 Site
Layout: Ifbuildingsareplaced
in rigid rows, they should be
separated by a distance of five
to seven times the building
height to ensure adequate
airflow through them. A
staggered or checkerboard
pattern of placing the
buildings will enhance air
movement and the distance
between buildings can be
reduced. The resulting
orientation and spacing will
be a layout that is spread out
with a relatively low
population density.
Water drainage must be
provided awayfrom thehouse
for run-off during intensive
storms.
-lWind
ishadow' lJ .
L Y----- E
Airflow patterns
(Koenigsberger, 1973)
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Landscaping: Trees and shrubs should be placed carefully to
promote air movement and provide shade.
Public Spaces: Public spaces with minimum walking distances
and shaded areas are preferred.
0 Building
Orientation: The building should be oriented to the prevailing
breezes to maximize air flow within the building.
The building should also be
oriented to minimize solar
radiation. This means that an
elongated building's axis
should be generally in an east-
west direction in order to
reduce the surfaces exposed to
the low sun angle in the
morning and late afternoon. (Konya,1980)
Layout: Buildings that are one room wide are preferred but they
can be up to two rooms wide if openings are placed in the interior
partitions that permit adequate air movement.
Individual buildings are preferred and should be somewhat
elevated and elongated. The optimum proportion ranges from
1:1.7 to 1:3 on the east-west axis.
Shade protection should be provided on all sun-exposed sides,
especially on the roof and the east and west facades.
Rooms that generate heat and moisture (e.g. kitchens and
laundries) should be ventilated and separated or isolated from
the main living areas.
Safety: Structures may need to withstand high velocity or
hurricane-force winds. Attention must also be given to security,
especially in high crime areas.
N Roofs
Design: The roof should be watertight, insulated and reflect
solar rays.
Wide eaves or overhangs of at least three feet (0.9m) are preferred
to protect the walls from sun and rain and to reduce the glare
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from the sky.
Roofs should be pitched to enable them to shed rain. Where
there is no piped water, the rainwater from the roof may be the
only source of water and therefore will need large gutters and
rainwater tanks.
Flat thick roofs are not desirable and should only be used for
buildings that are not used during the night (e.g. offices and
schools) because of the time lag of the heat transfer. If a flat roof
is necessary, a lightweight roof on top of the flat roof can be used
to shade the roof below.
Materials: Materials that reflect rather than absorb radiation and
which readily release the quantity absorbed are preferred. Light
colors are best for this reason. Where there is little difference
between day and night temperatures, materials with a low
thermal capacity is preferred. Corrugated iron and asbestos
sheets are generally poor materials for a roof.
Construction: Thermal and reflective insulation in the ceiling is
the most effective means of reducing ceiling and room
temperatures.
0 Walls
Design: All sun-exposed walls would be shaded by eaves,
shades, horizontal screens (on north or south sides), vertical
screens (on east and west sides), vegetation or overhangs.
Walls are used primarily for screening from insects and their
wind penetration qualities rather than thermal barriers.
Interior and exterior walls should be of reflective light colors in
order to minimize glare both inside and out.
Materials: Preferred materials are those that reflect rather than
absorb radiation (low thermalcapacity) and which readily release
any absorbed heat. Wall materials should also not transfer heat
easily.
Construction: Lightweight construction is preferred because
the temperature range during the day and night is low.
Lightweight structures cools down rapidly at night but also heat
up quickly during the day so careful consideration of orientation
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and shading is important.
M Openings
Design: Windowsneedtoletair
in but keep sun and rain out.
Glass windows are not usually
desired because they allow solar
radiation to enter butnot escape
(ie. the greenhouse effect).
Windows should be shaded
whenever possible.
Indoor air-flow patterns are
influenced by the position and
design of the inlet openings,
overhangs and sun-shading
devices. Thedirectionoftheflow
can be directed by adjustable
louvers and shutters.
Size: The window size and
number should be maximized
whenever possible to enhance
air movement
(Brown, 1985)
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Effect of sashes, canopies, opening positions, etc. (Koenigsberger, 1973)
If windows are of unequal size and on opposite walls of a room,
to increase the velocity of the air flow in the house, the smaller
opening should face the on-coming wind and the larger opening
should be away from the direction of wind.
Placement: Windows should be placed on the opposite walls of
a room. Rooms that have one opening in one wall may average
velocities of only 3.3% - 4.7% of the outside velocity, almost
irrespective of the size of the opening. For two openings, placed
in the same wall, average velocities range from 4.3 % - 17.7% of
the outside air velocity. When windows are located in two
adjacent or opposite walls, average velocities range from 32% to
65% of the exterior velocity.
Widow sills need to be relatively low in order to enable air flow
to be at body level.
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Low window sills. (Slesin, 1985)
0 Foundations and Floors
Basements are impractical because of constant high humidity.
Foundations must be protected from moisture, mold, fungus,
termites, and other gnawing insects and animals.
Raised floors are preferred in order to facilitate inspection of
termite attack to provide a shaded covered space.
Floor materials must be impervious to moisture.
(Atkinson, 1950), (Atkinson, 1960), (Brown 1985) , (Fry, Drew, 1982)
(Koenigsberger, 1973), (Konya, 1980), (Kukreja, 1978), (Olgyay, 1992), (Rannells,
1952), (Saini, 1970)
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Introduction
This chapter looks at traditional Caribbean domestic architecture
and how it has been modified or adapted to suit the climate.
Caribbean architecture has much in common with other regions
and was selected because its architectural vocabulary can also be
found in other parts of the world, particularly in Africa, Asia and
Australia.
The architecture looked at in this chapter is considered folk,
vernacular or traditional architecture. It focuses on the small
house of the working or low-income classes in both rural and
urban areas. The grander houses built by the wealthy are larger
and more ornate with more expensive materials, but will have
many of the characteristics of the more humble home.
A number of authors describe the advantage of studying
traditional architecture... " Folk architecture usually answers
the elementary demands of use, site, climate and materials more
directly than buildings of greater architectural pretension."
(Goodwin, 1942) Itis also useful to study because of its "graceful
proportions, sense of balance, and successful adaptation to the
climate" and because these smaller houses continue to be built
today. (Gosner, 1982). And finally some authors emphasize the
lessons that are applicable today "...it is hoped that designers of
new houses that appear will seek their inspiration in Bermuda's
older architecture. It is eminently appropriate to the climate and
other local conditions, harmonious and in scale with the
surrounds. Ithastheunity,charmandsimplicityofanarchitecture
that is the unaffected expression and natural outcome of
environment and, from its simplicity, is entirely adaptable to
modern requirements of Bermuda." (Humphries, 1923)
The literature on Caribbean traditional architecture is not
extensive but does give a good overview of the history and
description of typical Caribbean architecture. Many of the books
were written with the intention of recording the architecture
before it was torn down and replaced by more contemporary
structures and serve as a plea to respect and save some of the
historicalbuildings that are deteriorating rapidly or disappearing
altogether.
It is also pointed out by many of the authors that the Caribbean
does indeed have a distinct and coherent architecture and a style
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that is typical of almost all the islands in the region. They also
highlight the similarities between Caribbean architecture and
tropical architecture along the Gulf and Atlantic coast of the
United States and the coastal areas of Central and South America.
Though all have distinct characteristics, there is a style that
unifies them that stems from colonialism, the climate, and their
common history.
Geographically, the area that is being studied is a chain of islands
that reaches from Florida to the north coast of South America.
There are three major island groups: The Bahamas; the Greater
Antilles (Jamaica, Cuba, Haiti/Dominican Republic, and Puerto
Rico); and the Lesser Antilles (which include all the other islands
from the Virgin Islands to Curagao). Bermuda is not part of the
Caribbean but is often considered with the other islands because
of its common history, trade, and climate.
(Acworth, 1951), (Andel, 1985), (Goodwin, 1942, (Gosner, 1981), (Humphries,
1923), (Phillips, 1977)
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Influences
Inarguably, domestic architecture of the Caribbean islands each
have unique qualities, but what they have in common far
outnumber their differences. There are many influences that
shape a regional architecture butin the case of the Caribbean, the
forces that had the greatest impact were: colonialism, inter-
island contact, available building materials and skills, and the
climate.
Colonialism: With colonialism came the architectural traditions
of the homeland. These traditions had the greatest influence
immediately following colonization when the first houses were
limited to simple dwellings almost identical to those in their
native countries.
Dutch Influence in Willemstad, Curagao (Groll, 1990)
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However, it was not long before national influences became
blurred, and eventually the French, Dutch and English colonies
had more in common with each other than their respective
homelands. An architectural style was developedfromborrowing
elements from the different cultures and synthesizing them into
a common regional style. Interestingly, architecture on all the
islands was strongly influenced by the English, irrespective of
the colonial government's nationality. One explanation for this
was the popularity of Georgian builders'handbooks published
during the 18th century.
In spite of the common style or architectural vocabulary in the
region, there were and still are some characteristics that are
identified with one or another colonizer. For example, the
French brought dormer windows; the English developed the
taste for porches and projecting roofs over the entrance; and the
Spanish built very simple but tall forms using only doors and
windows for ventilation.
Not all islands absorbed the architectural traditions from other
islands and cultures to the same degree. Willemstad on Curagao
always maintained close ties with the homeland and therefore
still show strikingly strongDutch architectural traditions. Though
some adaptation to the climate took place, the streets and
architecture remain surprisingly similar to their counterparts in
the Netherlands.
Inter-island Contact: One of the main explanations for the
similarities between the architecture on the islands is the high
level of contactbetween the islands. This occurred because of the
constant wars and changing governments in the 18th and 19th
centuries, but the greatest influence came from trade between
the European countries as well as between the islands.
The level of inter-island contactis alsoevidentfromthe differences
between the urban and rural architecture. Because towns were
based on trade, they were more international and therefore were
more strongly influenced by other national architectural
traditions than the more isolated rural plantation.
The contact and mixing of architectural tradition was also caused
by the migration of the population from one island to another.
Though the colonial government may have been of one
nationality, it was not unusual for nationals of that country to be
in the minority, with the majority made up of citizens from a
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variety of countries.
Building Materials and Skills: Though the first colonizers
attempted to duplicate the architecture from their native lands,
they were forced to quickly adapt to local conditions in the
choice of building materials and the building skills that were
available to them. Brick was not available locally but came in as
ballast with ships, and because of the limited supply, it was used
more often as an accent. Wood, lime and local stone quickly
became the more common building materials.
Building technique in the Caribbean is unique because though
much of the architectural traditions were those of English rural
architecture, these traditions were interpreted by shipwrights,
rather than housebuilders.
Climate: All the Caribbean islands share a tropical climate,
although rainfall can vary quite a bit from one island to another.
The heatismoderated by the trade winds which blow most of the
year.
Consequently, as architectural form was imported from Europe,
it was also adapted to the local climate. The floor plan was
simplified and oriented to face the direction of the wind in order
to maximize its cooling effect. Open galleries or verandahs
shaded the walls, again to keep the interior as cool as possible.
Windows were large to encourage airflow and shutters were
common to protect the windows and the interior fromhurricanes
and tropical storms.
(Acworth, 1951), (Andel, 1985), (Coomans, 1990), (Gosner, 1982), (Groll, 1990),
(Humphries, 1923), (Slesin, 1985)
History
The first colonists built their homes as replicas of English rural
housing. A common form of construction was timber-framing
(or half-timbered) consisting of upright posts either placed
directly into the ground or on a horizontal beam. Diagonal
timbers reinforced the structure. The spaces were then filled
with a variety of materials, often a rubble masonry made of
mortar and small chips of stone.
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This technique was modified as timber quickly became scarce on
the islands. Fortunately many of the islands have good sources
of lime or shell that could be burned to produce mortar. A
characteristic masonry construction was consequently developed
called "tabby" or "Spanish walling". In this technique a mixture
of stone and mortar is poured into wooden forms. As each
pouring sets, the forms are raised until the walls reach the correct
height.
Climate was the other modifier of this type of medieval building;
ovens were moved away from the main building to reduce the
heat and possible risk of fire; windows were made slightly
larger, and it was found that lower buildings were less vulnerable
to hurricanes and earthquakes. In spite of the advantages of
these changes, many settlers were reluctant to part with tradition,
partly because it was the English tradition, and partly because of
the prevailing belief in the ill effects of too much ventilation.
It was during the period of between 1750 and 1850 that
considerable building occurred and whatis considered traditional
architecture was developed. The colonist imported the current
fashionable architectural forms which were predominantly
Georgian at the time, but these were soon modified for local
conditions, creating a new regional architecture.
The introduction of classicism in the 18th century was important
for the development of the "Caribbean style". It was brought to
the colonies by illustrated books in which classicism was
presented in a more popular form, such as The Book of
Architecture by James Gibbs, published in 1728. This book was
verypopular and Gibbshad a greaterinfluence on the architecture
in the region than any other architect in the 18th century. The
presentation and details in these publications were simple and
fairly easily adapted to a smaller scale, local materials,
circumstances and climate.
In the beginning of the 19th century, houses with wooden
verandahs, gingerbread trim and framingbecame the traditional
architecture. Masonry became uncommon and the wood supply
was exhausted on the islands. The importation of timber from
America for frame construction became commonplace and
resulted in the standardization of building. An industry
producing complete wooden houses or parts developed quickly
and sawmills mass-produced studs andjoists whichwere shipped
to the Caribbean region. New framing methods were also
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(Gibbs, 1728)
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developed. In an 1880 catalogue, one manufacturer offered for
sale 700 models of houses and parts as well as 95 machine-made
balustrades, banisters, staircase posts, railing and front doors.
(Acworth, 1951), (Andel, 1985), (Bergsma, 1990), (Gibbs, 1778), (Gosner, 1982)
House Types
There are three types of buildings that are characteristic of the
Caribbean region - the frame house, the shop/townhouse and
the plantation house. All three are described but more attention
is given to the frame house and the shop/townhouse because of
its more modest size. The plantation house is always located in
a rural setting; shop/townhouses are located in urban areas; and
frame houses are found in both rural and semi-urban areas.
U The Frame House
The frame house is by far the most common form of small house
in the Caribbean. Though small, it is often architecturally
distinctive; their forms vary between the islands but a certain
style prevails.
Typical small frame house. (Slesin, 1985)
Typically the whole house is raised off the ground, sitting on a
rock or concrete foundation. This permits the circulation of air
underneath the floor and protects the structure from insect
attack. Some of these houses are raised a full story on stilts; the
open space underneath serves many of the functions of a porch,
that is, providing a place for children to play or for laundry to
dry.
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The plan is rectangular, and in its simplest form, divided into
two spaces with the entry located in the long wall. In the interior,
all the rooms open onto each other so that there is maximum
ventilation. Partitions often do not extend above the eaves, and
the space between the top of the partition and the roof is
sometimes filled with latticework.
Openings between rooms provide ventilation. (Groll, 1990)
The walls have many openings with sash windows and/or
louvers (or jalousies) for coolness. Windows will often have
heavy wooden shutters that canbe closed duringtropical storms.
Inner casement windows are usually louvered, glass or a
combination of both. Many windows are protected from the sun
by 19th century "coolers" which can be wooden shield shaped
like awnings or it canrefer to enclosingthe window inaprojecting
boxes, formed of louvers.
Jamaican "cooler" (Gosner, 1982) Louvered shade, Bermuda(Humphries,1923)
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The walls are made of wooden posts with a top and bottom plate
and braces in the corners. On the outside the posts are covered
with clapboard or sometimes shingles. On the inside, the timber
frame is usually left exposed.
The roof previously was thatch or shingled but is now almost
universally corrugated metal. Gable or hip roofs are the most
common and the pitch varies from one island to another.
Frame House (Slesin, 1985)
The house is easily expanded by building extra rooms onto the
existing house, and can become quite large. It is also very
common for these small houses to have a verandah attached to
them, which is often highly decorated with wooden cutouts and
gingerbread.
Kitchens and fireplaces were almostalways separate and cooking
takes place in a separate building in the yard.
Houses were expanded by building extra rooms onto them.
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Frame House, Haiti (Phillips, 1977)
The small house was most frequently made of wood and often
transportable. The transportable or "chattel" house has its
roots in the plantation; it enabled the workers to live close to the
fields being worked at the time. The traditionhasbeenpreserved
and modular cabins with standardized dimensions thatfacilitate
relocation continue to be built today.
The export of wooden pre-fab construction from America to
the Caribbean resulted in a number of standard types. One
Frame House, Falmouth, Jamaica (Gosner, 1982)
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Chattel houses, Barbado (Gosner, 1982)
standard is a house with the length twice the width; the largest
being 3 x 6 meters (10' x 20'). The facade was symmetrical with
a door in the central axis and a window on both side. To enlarge
the house, a second module was constructed behind the first.
The frame house has and continues to serve its purpose well and
is still the popular dwelling of all the islands of the Lesser
Antilles.
(Andel, 1985), (Bergsma, 1990), (Buisseret, 1980), (Gosner, 1982), (Slesin, 1985).
U The Shop /Townhouse and Townhouse
The Shop/Townhouse: This building type is characteristic of
the region and is the most common type of urban building in the
Caribbean with only minor differences between the islands.
This building form was so successful that it spread to mainland
seaports such as New Orleans, Louisiana, Belize and the Guianas.
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It is a combined shop and house; they are found lining the main
shore street as well as nearby commercial streets. The shop is
located on the ground floor, and made of masonry, with heavy
double doors. On the upper floor lives the shopkeeper's family.
The upper floor is usually either masonry or frame construction
but has a much lighter, delicate appearance.
There are two types of shop townhouses: those with the lower
and upper walls on the same plane, and those with the upper
story extending out over the ground floor.
Irrespective of the type, the upper floor almost always had a
balcony of iron or wood that extended across the entire front of
the building, and if located on a corner, it would wrap around
on both street fronts. When there was no balcony, the center
window often extended to the floor with a railing across it. The
balconies usually had roofs separate from the main building,
though it is more common on the French islands to have the
balconies covered by the main roof. The balconies were usually
supported either by brackets of wrought iron or wooden posts.
The area underneath the balcony or overhang can be either a
public sidewalk or an extension of the shop. If it is private, it
often contains the stairs to the upper story. If not, the stairs will
usually be located at the side of the building. Interior stairs are
not very common, though they may have been added more
Shop /Townhouse (Phillips, 1982)
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recently to older buildings.
Like the frame or smallhouse,
the shop/townhouse would
have a yard at the back where
laundry, sanitary and cooking
Shop/townhouse (Gosner, 1982)
Shop /Townhouse, Jamaica with overhanging second floor.
(Slesin, 1985)
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Shop/Townhouse, Jamaica with overhanging balcony. (Slesin, 1985)
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facilities will be located.
The Townhouse: This type was built on the same model as the
shop/townhouse with either balconies or overhanging second
floors. These houses filled the remaining streets of a town, often
mixing with the shop/townhouses. There was much variety
among this house type - from the elegant residences of the
wealthy planters and merchants to the more humble wooden
structures of the working classes.
The townhouse can also be a single-story building on a solid
masonry basement which is less than a full story and with a
covered gallery or verandah on the front.
More common, especially in the English islands, is the two-story
townhouse with double galleries or verandahs across the front
and sometimes the back. The architectural treatment of the
verandahs varies widely. They can be open with a simple rail, or
have decorative supports of wooden latticework or cast iron, or
have louvered panels at the ends, or be completely enclosed by
Townhouse, Port-au-Prince, Haiti (Phillips, 1977)
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louvered panels, or by alternative louvers and sash windows.
Because of the lack of space and privacy in urban areas, the
townhouses with galleries across the front are more likely to be
screened from the street by louvered panels than the same
building in a more rural setting.
M The Plantation House
The "Great Houses" or "Plantation Houses" built by wealthy
plantation owners are also distinctive to the Caribbean area and
are characterized by a gallery or verandah on one or more sides
of the building. Though it was not exclusively French, it reached
its highest development in the French colonies. There is debate
amongarchitecturalhistorians whether this house type originated
in the Caribbean and spread northwards or if it followed the
French south from Canada.
(Gosner, 1982), (Groll, 1990)
Coffee plantation house, Guadeloupe. (Slesin, 1985)
Description
The following summarizes the characteristics of small houses in
the Caribbean region, and includes both frame houses and
shop/townhouses.
-- -
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N Town Planning
The earliest settlements hadno planning and grew spontaneously
near the protection of the fort. Kingston, Jamaica, was probably
the first 'planned' town of the non-Spanish islands.
The streets were usually in a checkerboard pattern or grid. In
most West Indian towns no ceremonial elements were added.
Instead of the streets leading to main buildings and squares, the
main street usually ran along the shore. It was the coastal street
that was the most important because it was where the town's
trade was based. The area inland from the coastal road was
usually reserved for housing. The streets that ran perpendicular
to the shore road allowed the wind blowing from the sea to
provide some coolness through the residential areas.
(Andel, 1985), (Bergsma, 1990), (Gosner, 1982)
U The Site
The arrangement of the house on the site is described but in the
literature there is almost no information on the size of typical
urban or rural lots. The only information given is of original lots
in Philipsberg, St. Martin which were divided in plots 40 feet
square. (Andel, 1985)
The site is divided into three parts, each with its own function:
the front facade, the house itself and the backyard.
The front is part of the house that links the private living space
with the outside public world. It is emphasized by the often
highly decorated facade and the verandah which provides a
transition zone between the street and the house.
The house itself provides privacy and security for the family. The
house is most commonly place lengthwise along the street,
either on or very close to the lot line. In most cases, a passage
alongside the house leads to the backyard.
The back yard is a family space where friends and relatives are
received and where much of the housework is done. It is
common to have a 10,000-20,000 liter cistern in the back which
collects the rainwater from the roof. The kitchen is traditionally
located in the back to avoid the risk of fire and to keep heat,
smoke and smells out of the house. This area is also often used
for raising chickens and rabbits, gardening, collecting rubbish,
and washing and drying laundry. (Andel, 1985)
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U Plan
All houses have a rectangular plan. The simplest type consists
of one room but more complicated ones have three to six rooms.
The sizes of the houses vary but basic proportions generally
range form 1:2 to 1:3. In many houses this proportion can change
as additional rooms are added to the original structure.
(Andel, 1985) (Humphries, 1923)
The building is often only one roomwide, to promote ventilation,
but two rooms wide is usually the maximum found. Interior
partitions often do not reach the ceiling. Instead, the solid
partition stops at the eaves and a wooden grill or latticework
continues to the ceiling.
N Foundation/Substructure
The houses are built on a foundation made of stone, concrete or
brick. Supporting elements are made of stone, or wood. The
height of the substructure is usually 1/2,1/3 or 1/4 of the story
height, or it can be a full story.
(Andel, 1985) (Humphries, 1923)
* Materials
Brick was first used in colonial buildings because the brick
arrived as ballast in the ships. "Tabby" or "Spanish Walling"
was soon developed tomeetthe demands of thebuildingindustry.
Some brick was manufactured on the islands, but most of it was
imported. Traditional buildings are usually wood or wood in
combination with stone.
Wooden shingles imported from America was traditional at one
time but this has largely been replaced by corrugated roofing
sheets.
Wood is still one of the most important building materials in the
area. In the past it was used almost exclusively but wood is now
more often seen in combination with other materials such as
brick, corrugated steel, and cement. Recently wood has been
replace by cement because it is cheaper than imported wood.
(Andel, 1985) (Gosner, 1982) (Slesin, 1985)
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0 Construction
As has been mentioned previously, the construction methods
used in Caribbean housing owes much to the shipwright rather
than the carpenter.
There are two typical timber exterior construction techniques:
1. The wall begins with a low wall 60 cm (24") high and 8-10 cm
(3"- 4") thick. Openings in the wall are left where there are door
openings. A wall plate is screwed to the wall and master posts,
8-10 cm square (3"-4") are placed at the corners of the building
and frame the doors. In between are common posts., 2.10 m (7'-
0") high. This makes the total wall height of 2.7 m (9'-0"). Posts
are placed about 0.8 to 1 m (2'-8" to 3'-3"") apart.
2. The second method is similar to the first except that there is no
low wall. Posts are wall height and attach directly to the floor
plate.
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There are also two methods for roofing:
1. The roof system is composed of trusses resting on wall plates.
Each truss takes four 3 m (10'-0") beams. One 1-meter beam
make up the king-post. Two 80 cm (2'-8") and two 30 cm (1'-0")
shoulder brackets are used. A ridge beam and purlin connects
the trusses on the top and the bottom. The purlins and trusses are
supported from below.
2. The roof is makeup of trusses which rest on the wall plates and
support the rafters. The truss has a collar beam and king post.
(Berthelot, 1982)
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0 Openings
The number of openings depends on the length of the facade.
The corner bay is rarely open in English-speaking countries,
though it is more common on the French-speaking islands. All
rooms have at least one openings in each of their exterior walls.
Facades with a verandah have many windows. Doors and
windows may alternate, openings may be concentrated around
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the door, or there may be a series of doors on the facade. There is considerable diversity between
the houses.
A~t
Typical facades (Andel, 1985)
In the side facade, there are fewer bays than the front and usually
only one or two openings. In one-story houses, the openings in
the side facade are almost always windows, while in a two-story
house, there may be a door that gives access to an outdoor
staircase.
The lintels of doors and windows are always at the same level
and are located just below the roof plate. Windows often are
about half the height of the doors. The width of the doors and
windows never vary within the house unless the width of the
bays deviates.
Windows are both sash and casement; usually with some type
of protective shutters.
(Andel, 1985)
0 Verandah
The verandah is part of the house, but is not usually part of the
main structure of thebuilding. Itmaybebuilt during construction
or added on at a later date. It is the dominant feature of the front
facade. It serves as a transition zone between public and private
space and shades the walls of the house from the sun.
I M
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A variety of window types. (Slesin, 1985)
Door and window with louvers and shutters (Goergler, 1984)
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Verandah (Slesin, 1985)
Verandah latticework (Slesin, 1985)
Houses with two stories usually have a verandah on the upper
floor which is accessible by an exterior stair along the side or
front of the facade, or occasionally by an indoor flight of stairs.
F -'
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Verandah on a frame house. (Slesin, 1985)
Decorative Trim (Slesin, 1985)
(Slesin, 1985)
I 75 I
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The spacing of the supports usually corresponds to the posts
used in the construction of the house. Verandahs are usually the
only part of the house that is decorated and will often have
ornamental woodwork (gingerbread fretwork) and decorative
patterns on the balustrade.
(Andel, 1985)
M Roof
The roof is always pitched, often between 35* and 45*. Gable and
hip roofs are by far the most common.
The roof frequently has a gutter system attached to it which leads
to a large cistern and is especially common on islands that have
a limited water supply.
Today, the roofis almost always covered with corrugated roofing
sheets instead of the traditional shingles. Though this may be a
cheaper alternative for the home owner, it is noisier during
heavy rain, and it requires a well-insulated ceiling underneath if
the interior is to remain within the range of comfortable
temperatures.
Roof spans are not usually large and rarely exceed 5.5 m (18 feet).
Eaves usually project no more than 15 to 20 cm (6"-10"). This
differs from the large projecting eaves in other hot tropical
climates but makes sense in the Caribbean where hurricanes and
strong winds could lift off a roof with large eaves.
(Andel, 1985) (Humphries, 1923)
0 Color
Paint is used to protect the wood against rain, humidity, drying
sun, wind, and insect attack. It is also used as decoration with
manyhousespaintedinacombination of colors. English-speaking
islands are known for their bright, sharp and lively colors. The
walls are usually painted a light color (white, yellow, off-white,
pale green or pink). Darker or more vivid colors (blue, brown,
red, green, light blue or olive green) are applied on the shutters,
verandahs, balustrades and columns. On some of the islands, the
corrugated iron roof is painted red, likely as areminder of the red
clay tiles that were once used.
(Andel, 1985) (Berthelot, 1982) (Slesin, 1985)
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Response to Climate
Much of the architectural vocabulary of the small Caribbean
househasdeveloped asa response totheclimate. When compared
to the "rules of thumb" or design strategies suggested by
researchers in the previous chapter (2. The Hot Humid Climate),
it is clear that the architecture in the region meets almost every
strategy.
Ventilation is the most important consideration and the prime
generator of architectural form in hot humid climates since air
movement evaporates perspiration, causing a cooling effect on
the skin. Ventilation is the most important factor when designing
because shade can be provided by other means if necessary.
Protection from solar radiation is the next most important
consideration for reducing the heat load on buildings.
The following section is a summary of the design strategies
described in the previous chapter and demonstrates how the
Caribbean house meets each one.
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Design Strategies
Orientation:
The building should be oriented to the prevail-
ing breezes to maximize air flow within the
building.
The building should be oriented to minimize
solar radiation. This means that an elongated
building's axis should be generally in an east-
west direction in order to reduce the surfaces
exposed to the low sun angle in the morning
and late afternoon.
Traditional Caribbean House
* Houses in rural areas will more often be
oriented to the prevailing winds. In urban
areas, the house is more likely to be oriented to
the street.
* Rural houses will more likely be oriented in
an east-west direction. Again, in urban areas,
the house is more likely to be oriented to the
existing street.
Layout:
Buildings that are one room wide are preferred * Houses are often one room wide, with the
but they can be up to two rooms wide if maximum width of two rooms. Interior
openings are placed in the interior partitions partitions have openings and a latticework
that permit adequate air movement. above it to encourage air movement within the
house. Large open arched openings are
common between rooms.
Individual buildings are preferred and should * The individual detached house is the stan-
be somewhat elevated and elongated. The dard. Attached houses are extremely rare.
optimum shape ranges from 1:1.7 to 1:3 on the Even in densely populated urban areas, the
east-west axis. house will have at least the space of a passage-
way between it and its neighbor.
e Houses are typically rectangular with
proportions ranging from 1:2 to 1:3.
Shade protection should be provided on all e Shade is provided by trees, verandahs,
sun-exposed sides, especially on the roof and window shades and awnings whenever
the east and west facades. possible.
Rooms that generate heat and moisture (e.g. .e Kitchens, laundries and sanitary facilities are
kitchens and laundries) should be ventilated almost always located in a separate structure in
and separated or isolated from the main living the back yard of the house.
areas.
Safety:
Structures may need to withstand high velocity
or hurricane-force winds. Attention must also
be given to security, especially in high crime
areas.
* Unlike other hot climates, eaves are reduced
to a minimum to reduce the risk of roof
damage during a hurricane.
* Louvered shutters are common which allow
them to be closed at night for security reasons
and yet still allow the air to flow through the
house.
* Houses are no more than two stories high,
and towers, cupolas, and parapets are rare to
minimize damage from hurricanes and earth-
quakes.
Roofs:
The roof should be watertight, insulated and
reflect solar rays.
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* Roofs are well constructed. Traditional
wooden shingles provided more insulation
than the present-day corrugated metal roofing
sheets which reflect solar rays but need extra
insulation to prevent the heat from radiating
into the interior.
Wide eaves or overhangs of at least three feet * Eaves are not large because of the risk of
(0.9m) are preferred to protect the walls from potential roof damage during hurricanes and
sun and rain and to reduce the glare from the strong winds.
sky.
Roofs should be pitched to enable them to e Roofs are always pitched, usually between
shed rain. Where there is no piped water, the 35* and 45*. Gutters are common, permitting
rainwater from the roof may be the only the rainwater to be collected in cisterns.
source of water and therefore will need large
gutters and rainwater tanks.
Materials:
Materials that reflect rather than absorb Wood is the traditional building materials
radiation and which readily release the which does not absorb radiation and readily
quantity absorbed are preferred. Light colors releases the amount that it does. Walls are
are best for this reason. Where there is little traditionally painted a light color with darker
difference between day and night tempera- or brighter colors used for the trim (shutters,
tures, materials with a low thermal capacity is banisters, decorative woodwork, etc.).
preferred. Corrugated iron and asbestos
sheets are generally poor materials for a roof. Concrete is becoming more common which is
not as desirable as wood because of its higher
thermal capacity.
* Corrugated roofing sheets are also less
desirable than the traditional wooden shingles.
* The new materials require some adjustment
in the design of the building, such as greater
shading on the walls, and increased insulation
in the roof.
Walls:
All sun-exposed walls would be shaded by e Wall are traditionally protected by shades
eaves, shades, horizontal screens (on north or and awnings.
south sides), vertical screens (on east and west
sides), vegetation or overhangs.
Walls are used primarily for screening from * Wall have large and frequent openings to
insects and their wind penetration qualities enhance air movement. All exterior walls of all
rather than thermal barriers. rooms have at least one opening.
Interior and exterior walls should be in * Walls are traditionally painted light colors
reflective light colors in order to minimize (e.g. white, off-white, light yellow, pink, or
glare both inside and out. light green).
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Windows:
Windows need to let air in but keep sun and
rain out. Glass windows are not usually
desired because they allow solar radiation to
enter but not escape (i.e. the greenhouse effect).
e The windows frequently are made without
glass, but when they are, they are well shaded.
Louvers are very common on windows be-
cause they permit the breeze to enter but keep
rain out during storms. Glass is often com-
bined with louvers.
Windows should be shaded. * Windows are usually shaded, either by
verandahs, awnings, shutters, or "coolers".
The window size and number should be * The walls have frequent openings and are
maximized whenever possible to enhance air found on all sides of a room.
movement.
Windows should be placed on the opposite e Rooms always have more than window and
walls of a room. all exterior walls have at least one opening.
Widow sills need to be relatively low in order * Window sills on poorer houses are approxi-
to enable air flow to be at body level. mately 1 meter (39") from the ground. Doors
are often used in these houses instead of
windows. Wealthier homes tend to have
windows that are much taller, often the same
size as a door.
Foundations:
Basements are impractical because of constant e Basements are rarely built. Foundations are
high humidity. Foundations must be protected usually raised and open to allow for ventila-
from moisture, mold, fungus, termites, and tion and to inspect for insect damage.
other gnawing insects and animals.
Raised floors are preferred in order to facilitate o Foundations are always raised, and it is not
inspection for termite attack and to provide a uncommon for them to be one story high,
shaded covered space. providing covered place below the house.
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Corpus
The corpus is the set of buildings from which the shape grammar
is derived. A correctly formulated grammar should be able to
reproduce all the buildings in the corpus, but more importantly,
it should be able to generate new and different designs that are
not included in the corpus, but belong to the same "family".
The buildings that have been selected to make up the corpus are
the typical house types found in the Caribbean. There are 11
frame houses, 2 shop/townhouses, and 3 townhouses.
The information on the frame houses came from measured
drawings by Guadeloupe-based architect Jack Berthelot which
are found in his book Caribbean Popular Dwelling, and in Slesin's
Caribbean Style. The information on the shop/townhouse and
townhouse is somewhat less accurate because only photographs
were available and dimensions consequentlyhad to be estimated.
The houses included in the corpus are presented on pages 86 to
92. In the remainder of the section, the houses are analyzed in
terms of plan dimensions, ceiling heights, roof angles, door
locations, door treatments, window locations and window
treatments.
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The Shop/Townhouse
Shop/Townhouse, Port Antonio, Jamaica (Phillips, 1982)
Shop/Townhouse, Jamaica (Phillips, 1982)
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The Townhouse
Townhouse, Barbados (Slesin, 1985)
Townhouse, Spanish Town, Jamaica (Gosner, 1982)
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Townhouse, Guadeloupe (Slesin, 1985)
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Plan Dimensions
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Heights and Roof Angles
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Door Locations
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Window Treatments
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Generative Rules
This section describes the generative rules that make up the
tropical grammar. The rules are based on a corpus of traditional
Caribbean single-family homes - 11 frame houses, 2 shop/
townhouses and 3 townhouses. Technically, the rules should
only reflect those examples found in the corpus. However,
occasionally rules that reflect typical Caribbean architectural
elements but that are not found in the corpus are included. These
additional rules are marked with an asterisk (*).
Unless noted otherwise, the rules apply for all the house types.
If they are type specific, they are marked with FH (frame house),
S/TH (shop/townhouse) or TH (townhouse). Because detailed
information was not available for the shop/townhouse and
townhouse, the rules pertaining to these two types mainly focus
on the verandahs, windows, doors, stairs and other information
that could be derived from the photographs and drawings.
The rules are broken down into 3 sections: massing, openings
and construction. Massing covers building shape and
dimensions, the site, room sizes and arrangements, roofs,
substructures and stairs. The section on openings reviews the
rules for walls, doors and windows and construction states the
rules for framing, materials, technique and decorative trim.
For each section the general description of the rule is given,
followed by the rule as an equation, and then followed by a brief
reason for the rule.
In order to aid understanding of the generative rules, three fonts
are used. A serif font is used for describing the rule, italic is used
for listing the rules, and
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MASSING
Building Shape and
Dimensions
N Dimensions
The overall shape of the buildings is rectangular [1]. The length
ranges from 5.0 m (16'-5") to 9.0 m (29'-6") [2]. Widths range from
2.7 m (8'-11") to 6.0 m (19'-8") [3]. Average length and width is
6.75 m (22'-2") and 4.6 m (15'-2") respectively.
The length/width ratio varies from 1.09 to 3.0 [4]. The average
is 1.56.
Length/Width Ratio
I
5.om -9.om
(16-6- 29-6-)
E ]lM
1.09
Rules:
[11 5.0 m (16'-5") 5 building length (l.bld) 9.0 m (29'-6")
[2] Width (w.bld) < Length (l.bld)
[31 2.7 m (8'-11 ") 5 building width (w.bld) 6.0 m (19'-8")
[4) 1.09 Length/Width Ratio 3.0
The~fth thbt.............~h ............
Themaxmumwidh & ews N2 H.:cls ~~r&~~
air ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ...ethruhte u~m
The Site
There was insufficient
information available in the
literature for formulating a rule
for the lot size and shape.
The building on an urban site
is set either on the street lot line
or within 1.0 m (3'-3") of it [5].
In a rural setting, the house
will be set back much farther
from the road. The building
can be set with either its length
>1.5m
---- ----- t
sidewalk/street
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or width side facing the street [6]. On at least one side of the
building, the distance between the side lot line and the house
(including any exterior stair) must be large enough for a
passageway to the backyard, e.g. a minimum of 1.5 meters (5'-0")
[7].
Rules for an urban site:
[51 0 : bld.setback 1.0 m (3'-3")
[61 lsd.blg // street or wsd.bld /street
[71 1.5 m (5'-0") sd.passage
The bulding spiacdcosetothe frontf the site, next to the street
irr order to> maximrize the space at the back oft the hiouse where
househctitietakepac. Asthebak aretekI henand
sanitary tacilities. Placing the building close to the street also
lacilitates social conltact between the oca~ts sitting on~ their
verandah and those on the street.
The irs proily fr oenttio ifor wind the Jongest sidte of the
bullding should 4ae the prevailing winds~ The second priodty i
shade: the buildin~g's fength should beorientedalong the east~et
axis. These two.priorities may be more easil met on a rural site.
Hokwever, in urbanareas~thebuiditng wll beorientedtothe lotes
the length of the building will eiher be para lle hestreet orat90%
Room Types, Sizes and
Arrangements
* Types
The houses consist of three basic types of rooms all of which are
rectangular in shape -
1. primary rooms; 7j~
2. secondary rooms; and n
3. verandahs. ." * . ...n V...n..h
* Sizes
Primary Room: The primary room is the largest room. The first
phase of a house is usually built with one or more pnimary
rooms.
The length of the primary room varies from 3.0 m (9'-10") to 8.0
m (26'-3") [8]. The average length is 4.41 m. The width is always
less than the length [9] and varies from 2.0 m (6'-7") to 3.5 m (11'-
6") [10]. The average width is 2.21 m. The length to width ratio
has a range from 1.00 to 2.67 [11]; the average is 1.51.
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4 ID
1.00 2.67
3.0- 8.0 m
Upper story rooms generally reflect the
size of the room below it. Occasionally
frame houses have a second floor, in
which case the room above it would be
the same size as the room below it [12*].
The only exception is the shop/
townhouse or townhouse which
sometimes has upper floors that w or I o- 1.b m
overhang the front facade by up to 1.8m
(6'-0") [13].
Rules:
Primary Room
[81 3.0 m (9'-10") length of primary room (l.pr) 5 8.0 m (26'-3")
[91 Width (w.pr) < Length (l.pr)
[10] Width (w.pr) = 2.0 m - 3.5 m (6'-7" -11'-6") [avg. 2.981
[111 1.00 Length/Width Ratio 2.67
[12*] FH: length and width ofupper primary room= length and width
of lower primary room
[131 SITH or TW: width or length ofupper primary room =width or
length of lower primary room + (0 -1.8 m)
The primary rooms are thie lrgest because they ar h is-ul
rooms and therefore must bet m ultfuntional (livng, steeping,
storage, etc.). As the family gets larger and wishes to expand, the
new (econday) rooms are usually - sm-llr because They ar
nricmally used as bedrooms. The primary rooms $iher continue to*
beusedfor sleeping andlivingorthey areusedexclusively as living
by te size of a bed or the space needed to lie down, The )argest
dimension of thermwdth. {m (11'-") is dctated. b th
lengthofthetimberthatwasready available. The smallest dimension
of.......the room'sengthis gain dictated bythesizeof abed largest
dimension is dictated by the size of the lot and the ability to arrange
furniure and actities withthe space.
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entrance to the shop.
Secondary Room: The secondary room is always smaller than
the primary room [14]. Secondary rooms are often but not
always built as additions at a later stage.
The length of the secondary room is equal to the length of the
primary room or the width of the primary room [15] and ranges
from 3.0 m (9'-10") to 4.5 m (14'-9"). The width of the secondary
rooms is always less than the length [16] and varies from 1.8 m
(5'-11") to 2.5 m (8'-2") [17]. The average width is 2.2 m. The
length to width ratio of secondary rooms range from 1.18 to 2.25
[18] with an average of 1.5. Upper secondary room are usually
the same size as the room below it [19].
E
Lo C1.8 -2.5m
InI
I.pr
Rules:
Secondary Room
[14] Width of secondary room (w.sr) < width of primary room (w.pr)
[151 Length of secondary room (l.sr) = length of primary room (l.pr)
or
Length of secondary room (l.sr) = width of primary room (w.pr)
[161 Width of secondary room (w.sr) < length of secondary room
(l.sr)
[17] 1.8 m (5'-11 ") 5 width of secondary room (w.sr) 2.5 m (8'-2")
[181 1.18 length/width ratio 2.25
[191 length and width of upper secondary rooms = length and width
of lower secondary rooms
The secondary rooms are smaller than the primary room because
they are built as additions and usually have.more lited functions,
e.g.they are most often used .sbro..........
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The smallest dimensionof the room's widthb(2.Qm) {(-")d ictated
by the size of a bed or the space needed to lie down. The largest
dimension of the room's wvidth is dictated by the diension of the
adjoining room.
Verandah: Verandahs are covered with a roof and vary in width
from 1.2 m (4'-0") to 1.8 m (6'-0") [20]. The width of the verandah
is always less than its length [21]. The length can be equal to
either the length of the building, the width of the building , the
perimeter of the building, or the length or width of a primary or
secondary room [22].
Verandah
[201 1.2 m (4'-0") width of verandah (w.vr) 1.8 m (6"-0")
[211 Width of verandah (w.vr) < length of verandah (l.vr)
[221 Length of verandah (l.vr) = length of the building (l.bld) or
= width of the building (w.bld) or
= perimeter of the building (p.bld)
= length of a secondary room
The verndah is part of the house but not usually part of the rnain
structure: this allows It to bebuiltaal ater stage. The verandah is
one of the most prominent features of the house and usually is the
onlyp~athat is decor~ated, Not only does the verandah shade the
wals which keeps the housecoo, but it servesas atransition zone
between the private house and the publi street,
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The minimum width dimension of 1;2 m (40") is dictated by the
sp.eededtplaehir. The aiudmnio sdcae
by th spanning abilityof the timbet
* Arrangements
A house can consist of one of the following four combinations:
1. primary room(s);
2. primary room(s) + secondary room(s);
3. primary room(s) + verandah; or
4. primary room(s) + secondary room(s) + verandah.
The maximum number of rooms along one side of the building
is two [23].
Rules:
[231 1 no. of rooms (#.rm) // one side of building (w bid) < 2
The numberofroomislimitedio twain orderto permtair circulation
tfrough fI*efouse
Primary Rooms: All buildings have at least one primary room
[24]. The primary room is usually found either singly, or in a
linear arrangement of either two or three units. iM
When arranged inmultiples,
the rooms may be attached-
either on the length side or
the width side [25]. ar"Iear"M
[241 No. of primary rooms (#pr) 1
[251 length side of primary room ad joins the length side of the second
primary room.
lsd.pr // lsd.pr
or
the width side of the pri mary room ad joins the width side of the
second primary room
wsd.pr // wsd.pr
.I . ... . ..: .... ..
.....o...... .... a ...........tto s i p l fy a n
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Secondary Rooms: Secondary
rooms are optional [26]. The
secondary room can be placed
on the either the length or
widthsideof theprimary room
[27]. All secondary rooms are
attached on the same side of
the primary rooms [28]. The
secondary rooms must fill the
full length or width of the
building [29.] ----------
correct incorrect
Rules
[26] No. of secondary rooms (#sr) 0
[271 If the width side of the primary room adjoins the width side of the
next primary room, then the length side of the secondary room adjoins
and equals the length side of the primary room.
If Isd.pr // wsd.pr, the Isd.sr // and = lsd.pr
or
If the length side of the primary room adjoins the length side of the
second primary room, then the length side of the secondary room
adjoins and is equal to the width side of the primary room.
If Isd.pr // Isd.pr2, then lsd.sr //and = wsd.pr
[28] Width length of the secondary room adjoins the width of the next
secondary room.
wsd.sr //wsd.srz // wsd.sr ...
[291 No. of secondary rooms (#sr) = no. of primary rooms (#pr)
oth~ u"~~~~ .M
Verandah: Verandahs are optional on the building. [30]
Verandahs are placed on either the full length of the building or
the full width of the building or encircle the complete building
or it can substitute 1 secondary room [31]. The length side of the
verandah faces the street or front of the site [32].
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Rules:
[301 No. of verandahs (#vr) = 0 or 1
[311 Verandah (vr) /length of building (l.bld) or
Verandah (vr) // width of building (w.bld) or
Verandah (vr) // perimeter of building (p.bld) or
Verandah (vr) substitutes (*) one secondary room (1 sr)
[321 Length side of verandah (l.vr) /I/ street or front of site.
For easeof costmoctiontheverandah extenids thewhole lengthoer
widhfthebuilding ori theizeof asondaroom .The purpose
of thradaiohad ethe wUal ndprovidanidoor./outdoo.
Sprivate space
secondaryI
verandah
.... .. 
........ I
.. .. ... .
The diagram above illustrates some of the possible alternative arrangements.
I _4 S-w
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Ceiling Heights and
Roofs
Primary Rooms: The ceiling
height for all primary rooms in
a building are equal [33]. The Ceiling Height
ceiling height of primary
rooms range from 2.4 m (7'-
11"0 to 3.0 m (9'-10") [34]. The 29. -- 4
average height is 2.6 m (8'-8"). Koo Angle,
Roof angles range from 270 to
490 [35]; the average is 42*. Roof types for primary rooms are:
gable or hip [36].
Rules:
[331 Ceiling height of primary room' (cl.pr') = ceiling height of
primary room2 (cl.pr2) = ceiling height of primary room (cl.pr3) ...
[341 2.4 m (7'-11"0 <ceiling height of primary room (cl/pr) 3.0 m
(9'-10")
[351 270 roof angle primary room (ra.pr) : 49'.
[361 Roof type (rftp.pr) = gable or hip
The ceilings are relatively high because of the belief that higher
ceilings are cooler. This is true ithe roof is uninsulated (which It
often was) but is less important if the ceiling is well insulatedd
The roots are sloped to permit the rapid removal of rainwater and
to direct it to the gutters where isoftencollected forhouseholdl us~e
The steep slope ofthe root alsoenablestheceIling to be even highder
(it often reches the tie beam on the truss.
Secondary Rooms: The ceiling height for all secondary rooms in
a building are equal [37]. The ceiling height of secondary rooms
range from 2.2 m (7'-3") to 2.7 m (8'-10") with the average 2.5 m
(8'-2") [38]. Secondary rooms usually have shed roofs, but
occasionally gable roofs are used [39]. Shed roofs slopes range
from 60 to 140 [40], with an
average of 90 Gable roof slopes . ..
are approximately 430 [41]. goo Angle
The roof of the secondary
room(s) may be under the roof
of the primary room but since
they are not usually built at the
same time, they are often Cailng Heght
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separate structures [42].If the roof on the secondary roof is gable,
the height of the ceiling will be the same as the ceiling height in
the primary room [43]. If the roof of the secondary room is a shed
roof, the ceiling height and the rise of the slope of the roof is
lower than the ceiling height of the primary room [44].
Rules:
[371 Ceiling height of secondary room' (cl.sr') = cl.sr' = cl.sr' ...
[381 2.2 m (7'-3") cl.sr 2.7 m (8'-10")
[391 Roof type (rftp.sr) = shed or gable
[401 60 5 shed roof angle (ra.sd.sr) 14*
[411 Roof angle of gable roof (ra.gb.sr) = 430
[42] Roof type (rft.sr) = or # roof type of primary room (rft.pr)
[431 If roof type (rft.sr) = gable, ceiling ht. of primary room (cl.pr)=
ceiling ht. of secondary room
[441 If roof type (rft.sr) = shed, ceiling ht. of primary room (cl.pr) >
Ceiling ht. of secondary room (cl.sr) + roof ht. of shed roof (ht.sh.sr)
The roof ype can b ebleur shed, depending on the span and thet
preference of th noewner
Celnghighsfoondarrooms5 with a shed roof areiower tharl
primnary rooms because they are usuatly bult as a second roof and
which must be fewer than the main roo. If the roof is a gable, the
ceiling height can be the same as the primary room.
The slopeof shed roofs isquite low because of the roof having to
fiudrh mi of The soof a abe roo wIlbe-ose to the
roof slope of.the pimary room.
Verandah. The ceiling height for verandahs range from 2.2 m(7'-
3") to 2.5 m (8'-2") [45]. Verandahs always have shed roofs [46].
Their roof angles are quite shallow, ranging from 6* to 180 [47],
with an average of 9*. Because the verandah is attached to the
wall of the primary room and/or secondary room, the ceiling
height and the roof height of the verandah is less than the ceiling
height of the primary or
secondary room [48]. *
Roof Angles
Rules:
1451 2.2 m (7'-3 ") ceiling ht.
of verandah (cl.vr) 2.5 m (8'- 7
2") _____________
Ceiling Height[461 Roof type (rftp.vr) = shed
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[48] 6' roof angle of verandah (ra.vr) 180
[481 Ceilinght. ofverandah (cl.vr) + roofheight ofverandah (ht.sh.vr)
< ceiling ht. of adjacent room (cl.pr) or (cl.sr) .
Th oftpB fa vrn e esaa 6nhebeuse ofams nro
.... v............... . n e ...  .....~ i
Substructure
U Types and Sizes:
There are three types of floor levels - low, high or 2-story [49].
In the past, foundations of frame houses often consisted of rocks
placed at the corners of the building. However, more permanent
materials such as stone or concrete are always used today.
Houses that have low substructures can have one story above it
[50] and their height ranges from 10 cm to 60 cm (4"-24") above
ground level [52]. High substructures have one story raised one
story off the ground level. The ground level can be either left
open or enclosed with shutters or screens. Foundations in this
case are usually wooden poles or concrete pillars. The height
from the ground to the first floor range from 2.2 m to 2.7 m (7'-
3" - 8'-11") [53]. Two-story substructures are low and support
two stories [51]. They range in height from 10 to 60 cm (4"-24")
[54].
2.2 -0.1 - 2.7 m
02m
...................................~u ~ tr ctu r
low substructure 2-stoory substructure high substructure
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Rules:
[49) Substructure type = low, high or two-story
[501 If no. of stories = 1, substructure type is low or high
[511 If no. of stories = 2, substructure type is two-story
[521 Substructure low type height (sub.ht) = 0.1 m- 0.6 m (4"-24")
[531 Substructure high type height (sub.ht) = 2.2 m-2.7 m (7'-3"-
8'-11")
[541 Substructure 2-story type height (sub.ht) = 0.1m - 0.6 m (4"-
24")
BuildIngs are raised off the ground to aflow for ventilation and to
irispect for isect damage. Floors that are raised one story provide
a coveredarea beowthehouse. Twry s trueerimoe
livingpac nasmalerareawhich is eseiallytrmportnt in urban
areas.
Low Stairs
N Types:
There are three main types of stairs for buildings with a low
substructure. The first (type 1) is a simple block step-up, the
second (type 2) is a set of stairs with 2-3 risers leading directly to
the door, and the third (type 3) is a set of stairs with 2-3 risers and
a landing at the top [55]. The number of risers depends on the
height of the substructure and some low substructures do not
require a stair [56].
low - type 1 low - type 2 low - type 3
Rules
[55] If substructure type is low, then low stair type = 1, 2, 3 or none
[561 No. of stairs/risers (#rsr) = low substructure height/0.20m
The type of stai wl depend n the budgetof the homeowner and
the height of the susrcue Thes .plsttype is often a single.
conicree block. if the substrctureivyw (e.g.- 2
usually no stair is used (eg on the ground floor of a shop/
townhouse.......... ..........
Exterior Stairs
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0 Sizes
Low - type 1 stairs range from 10 cm (4") to 30 cm (12") in height
[57]. The height of low types 2 and 3 are equal to the height of
the substructure [58]. Low type 2 and 3 stairs have risers that
vary between 15 cm (6") and 24 cm (9.5") [59].
Widths of all low stair types are approximately 1.0 m (3'-3") but
can vary from 0.9 (3'-0") to 1.2 m (4'-0") [60]. Stair or tread depth
is between 20 (8") and 30 cm (12") [61].
Rules:
[57] 10 cm (4") total stair height of low type 1 (ht.strl) 30 cm
(12 ")
[581 Total height of low type 2 or 3 (ht.str 2) (ht.str3) = height of
substructure (sub.ht)
[591 Height of risers (ht.rsr) = substructure height (sub.ht)/ No. of
risers (#rsr)
[601 0.9 m (3'-0") 5 stair width (w.str) 1.2 m (4'-0")
[611 20cm (8") tread depth (d.trd) 30 cm (12")
substructure. The width will depend' on th preferrce ofieownr
andI the he'Ihtf the sta~r; stirs Uausgy ei dto be somewht wider
as th hegt riss Bnisr Laret optona on lo stars.
* Placement/Location:
The stairs are usually placed directly in front of the door, either
placed against the door opening or with a verandah between the
stair and the door. Occasionally type 2 and 3 stairs are placed at
right angles to the door or away from the door. [62] [63] The
stairs are always visible from the street.
If a house had a type 3 stair, it would have only one; the others
would be either type 1 or 2 [64].
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low type 1 low type 2 low type 3
+ L _IL _n.
EJE
Rules:
[62] stair (str)||/door (dr) or
stair (str) /verandah (vr) x// door
[ 63) angle of stair approach (0str.app) = 00 or 90~
[64] No. of type 1 stairs (#str.l1) 0
No. of type 2 stairs (#str.12) 0
0 & no. of type 3 stairs (#str.13) 1
The stairs are always placed agafist the front door ii there is no
verandah, ifithere isaverandata ii is placed ckose tothefront door
to rminimite the distance between it and the entrance. Only
occasionally is it placed atithe end of the verandah -.usually when
there is not enough space on the.site for the tairs.
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High Stairs
0 Types:
High stairs are used with high and 2-story type substructures
[65]. There are five main types of exterior stair used for the
second story. There are three straight stairs- direct (hst.1),
landing (hst.2), and split (hst.3), as well as L-shaped (hst.4) and
T-shaped stairs (hst.5).
Straight Stair Straight Stair Straight Stair L-shaped Stair T-shaped Stair
- direct - landing - split (hst.4) (hst.5)(het.1) (hst.2) (hst.3)
N Sizes:
The overall height of high stairs and the number of risers
depends on the height of the substructure [66] [67][68]. Risers
vary between 15 and 24 cm (6"-9.5") [69] while the treads are
between 20 cm and 30 cm (8"-12") [70]. Stair widths range from
0.9 to 1.8 m (3'-0"-6'-0") but 1.2 m (4'-0") is most common [71].
Rules:
[65) If substructure type = high or 2-story, then high stair type =
hst.1, hst.2, hst.3, hst.4 or hst.5
[661 If substructure type is high, the total height of high stairs (ht.
hstr) = height of substructure (sub.ht)
[671 If substructure type is 2-story, the total height of high stairs
(ht.hstr) = substructure height + ceiling height of ground room.
[681 No. of stairs/risers (#rsr) = total height of high stairs (ht.hstr)/
.20m (8")
[691 Height of risers (ht.rsr) =total height of high stairs (ht.hstr)/No.
of risers (#rsr)
[70) 20 cm (8") 5 tread width (w.trd) 30 cm (12")
[71] 0.9 m (3'-0") 5 stair width (w. h str) 1.8 m (6'-0")
....The width will depend....teperncand budget of the owner.
The style oft stir will* deperid on the size of the site, and the
prferlenfteer r, ainswilawys be usedforhighistirs.
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N Placement/Location:
High stairs are usually placed directly in front of the door, either
placed against the door opening or with a verandah between the
stair and the door. They are also sometime placed at the side of
the house [72]. They can approach the house either directly or at
right angles to the entrance [73].
T-shaped stairs L-shaped staireStraight stairo - spit5traight stairs - landine
LWL.J
Rules:
[721 high stair (h.str) /door (dr) or
high stair (h.str) I/verandah (vr) //door (dr) or
high stair // building side
[73] angle of stair approach ('str. app) = 00 or 90'
I I
-. 1
I
|||7
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OPENINGS
Walls
Traditionally, walls are made of wood framing with the posts
usually between 0.8 m (2'-8") and 1.0 m (3'-3") apart [74]. The
bays or panels are usually all the same width within a house [75].
Between the posts are either full walls or openings which can be
either a door or a window [76][77]. Therefore, the width of the
openings is always the width of the panel or bay [78].
The number of bays in the facade of the building depends on its
length and the bay size [79]. This is also true for the number of
bays in the side facade [80].
The precise size of rooms also depends on the bay size [81] and
usually vary from 3 to 10 bays [82]. Every room with an exterior
wall has an opening. Room walls with 5 or less panels or bays
will have at least one opening [83]. Rooms with 6 or more bays
will have at least two openings [84].
The placement of the openings also depends on the number of
bays in the room. In odd-numbered panel walls, the opening is
most frequently placed in center panel, though occasionally it is
also placed in the end panels [85]. In even-numbered panel
walls, the door opening is most often placed in either of the two
most central panels [86]. When there is more than one opening,
they can be placed in any order, but evenly spaced in more
frequent.
In buildings with two stories, the number and placement of the
openings are usually the same in both the lower and upper story
[87].
[741 0.8 m (2'-8") panel width 1.0 m (3'-3")
[751 panel widthl = panel width2 = panel width 3 = panel width4 ...
[761 panel type =full wall, 1/3 height wall, or opening
[771 opening type = door window, or none
[781 opening width = panel width
[791 No. of panels in bld. length = building length/panel width
[801 No. of panels in bld. width = building width/panel width
[811 No. of panels in exterior wall = wall length/panel width
[821 3 5 no. of panels per exterior wall (#wl.pnl) 10
[831 If no. of panels = 3-5, no. of openings 1
[841 If no. of panels >5, no. of openings 2
[851 If no. of panels = 3, 5, 7, or 9, and if no. of openings = 1, the
- Em. U I S - S in. * S S
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opening is placed in panel no. ((no. of panels12)+.5)
[861 If no. of panels = 4, 6, 8, or 10, and if no. of openings = 1, the
opening is placed in panel no. (no. of panels12) or ( (no. of panels12) +
1)
[871 No. and placement ofopenings in lowerfloor =N6. and placement
of openings in upperfloor.
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Doors
0 Types:
There are many styles of doors used. Seven examples are shown
below. The doors are usually paneled, louvered, or combinations
of the two. Sometimes there is no door, in which case shutters are
always used to close the opening. [88] There are also three types
of door swings: single, double or triple [89].
[881 door type = none, panel, louvered, panellouvre or glasslpanel.
[891 door swing type single, double or triple
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E Sizes:
Door openings range from 0.8 to 1.5 m wide (2'-8"-5'-0") [90] and
usually depends on the width of the wall bay or panel (see rule
76) with 0.8 and 1.0 m the most common sizes. However,
specialty doors, such as the shop doors on the ground floor of a
shop/townhouse, tend to be larger in order to permit the
movement of goods and people [91].
The most common widths are 0.8,1.0 and 1.2 m (2'-8", 3'-3",4'-0").
Single doors are usually 0.8 or 1.0 m (2'-8", 3'-3") [92]. Double
doors are usually 1.0 or 1.2 m (3'-3", 4'-0") [93]. Triple swing doors
are always 1.2 m (4'-0") or more wide [94]. Door heights ranges
from 2.2m to 2.5 m (7'-3"-8'-2"), but the most common is 2.2 m (7'-
3") [95].
Rules:
[901 0.8 m (2'-8") 5 door opening (dr.opn) 5 1.5 m (5'-0")
[911 If house type is shop/townhouse, 1.2 m (4'-0") width of doors
on lower floor 5 1.5 (5'-0")
[921 If door swing type = single, door width (w.sgl.dr) = 0.8 or 1.0 m
(2'-8", 3'-3")
[931 If door swing type = double, door width (w.dbl.dr) = 1.0 or 1.2
m (3'-3", 4'-0")
[941 If door swing type = triple, door width (w.trp.dr) >1.2 m (4'-0")
[95] Door height (dr.ht) = 2.2 m (7-3")
The width of the door wilidepend onithe wall pal width, the door
swing type and the usef thedoot Uesidentialdors are usually
the width of the wall panel but specilty doors suctrasthose used
in the ground floor of the shop/town~house will be much wider to
allow the moverrnent of goods andl customers.
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.8 m 1.0 m 1.2 m
POOR SIZES
Shutters
Door openings frequently have shutters in addition to doors.
Three main types include panel, plank and louver [96]. The
height of the shutters are equal to the height of the doors [97] and
their width is half the width of the door opening [98].
[961 Shutter type = panel, plank, louver, solid or none.
[971 Shutter height (sht.ht) = door height (dr.ht)
[981 Shutter width (sht.w) = door width/2
The shutter~ type Wili depernd on the tevel of secrity needed, thea
door type it protects.t intensity of storms experienced.an the
preference o. the owner.......
The heht ofthe shutters is always the heighto thedorsandthe
width is half of the door opening.
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4-panel 2-panel
plank louvered
SHUTTER TYPES
U Placement/Location:
Doors are used for moving in and out of the house as well as
ventilation. Except in the simplest one-room house, a building
would have at least 2 entrances - a "front" and "back" door [99].
Many even simple buildings have more than 1 back door. All
houses would normally have only one door/entrance on the
street side [100]. Doors are only used when they are adjacent to
a verandah, stairs or the ground [101].
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Rules:
[991 2 total number of exterior doors (#ext.drs)
[1001 Number of 'front" doors (#fnt.drs) > I
[1011 Door| verandah, ground or stairs
Al houses wouldaveatieast 2 doors (a"front' and a. back" doo)
with even smalt houses often having mnore.
Fo:rsafety, adoor must always open onto a verandah, the ground
Windows
U Types:
There are many types of doors used in Caribbean architecture.
Seven of the types found in the corpus are shownbelow. Window
types are plain, paned (2-, 4-, 6- or 12-pane), decorative (short or
tall), louvered and combinations [102]. Windows can be sash or
casement [103]. Shutters are frequently added to the window to
protect it from tropical storms. Shutters are only added to
exposed windows, that is, they would rarely be on the windows
protected by a verandah unless the house had originally been
built without a verandah. Shutter types are louvered, panel, and
plank [104].E l.. ..El II.....
PA
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Rules:
[1021 window type = louvered, pane, plain, decorative, or combination
[1031 window opening type = sash or casement
[1041 shutter type =louver, panel, or plank.
.. ........... et~ido sepndothprfrec
........spaceavaila.......e......... .
... Sizes: ...
Th rag% fdmnin fwno pnnsaeietclt
common..... doroeig:08m('8)Y. 3-",ad12m('
O.8md~i .m* 2
Rules:dw[1051 Wido.idh...8...o 12[1061.... To of.. wido .... topof.oo[107] .... Widwsilhigt=0,..2.0)or10m.3-"
W...........o  wid il ..... wit ~ h tw I p l Th o
... e...........am~ee1fh~opraydo The..
he...ght.. ..f th.wndw....e..d.nte.r....c f heow e
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E Shutters:
Windows frequently have shutters. The three main types are
panel, plank, and louvered [108]. The height of the shutters are
always equal to the height of the windows [109] and the shutter
width is half of the window width [110].
* EL
Rules:
[1081 Window shutter type = panel, plank, louver, or solid.
[1091 Window shutter height = window height
[1101 Window shutter width = window width/2
U Placement/Location:
Windows are used to provide ventilation andlightin the building.
The rules for placing windows are those for placing openings
(see rules 74- 87). Typical rules are: every exterior wall of every
room will have at least one opening - either a door or window
and that windows on the ground floor will be placed in the same
location in the second floor. Unlike doors, windows can be
placed in any location i.e. they do not have to be placed next to
the verandah, ground or stairs.
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CONSTRUCTION
Materials
The choice of materials in traditional Caribbean houses were and
continue to be dependent on availability and the homeowner's
budget.
Foundations: The materials for foundations need to be strong
and resistant to moisture, mold, fungus, and termites. The usual
choice for the foundations and substructure of the buildings
were (and still are) stone, concrete or concrete blocks [111].
Occasionally wooden columns are used, especially in houses
with the first floor raised one story.
Walls: Traditionally walls were wood framing. Originally
wood was available locallybut the supply soon disappeared and
Caribbean islands have since depended on importing
standardized timber from other countries. Recently concrete
block has become more common because of the expense of
importing timber [112].
Roofs: The roof structure is timber [113]. Roof coverings can be
tile, wooden shingles or corrugated metal sheets [114].
Rules:
[1111 Foundation materials = stone, concrete, or concrete block.
[1121 Wall materials= woodframing, or woodframing with insulation,
or concrete block with shading and insulation.
[1131 Roof structure material = timber
[1141 Roof covering material = wooden shingles, tiles, or corrugated
metal sheet.
The choice of building materials will depend largely on their local
avatilablity andl their cost
Foundationmaterialswlldependonthemnaterialsthatarevalable
Preferred wall materials are those that havaalow thermal capacity
andonottransferh~eateasilydfconcretlokisused walismnust
be shaded and/or insulated.
P~referredi rooting coverings are those that have e low thermal
capacity anddo not transer heateasiy... ...
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Method
Whenever possible, walls and roofs should use lightweight
construction (e.g. wood framing) [115]. If lightweight
construction is not possible, effort must be made to design the
walls so that they are protected with shade and have sufficient
insulation.
There are two wall construction methods used: type one with the
low wall at its base and type two with the timber frame attached
to the floor plate [116].
There are also two main types of truss for gabled roofs: type 1
with a collar beam, and type 2 with a king post [117].
The roof /ceiling should always be well insulated [118].
Rules:
[1151 Wall construction method = lightweight or heavy construction
If wall construction method = heavy, wall construction 4
insulation
[1161 Wall frame method = type I or 2
[117) Roof truss method = type 1 or 2
[1181 Roof construction method 4 insulation
*insuIatn he roof which receives the maximnum amount of solar
heti e air inside
InsuJating the walg~es.ecily.est/west -unshadedt walls wtil
prevent the heatfrom transferring intothe room.
The chob. o tewall frame and roof trusas method will dtepend on,
the tradition in the area and the availability of materials.
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Color
Walls are usually painted a light color [119] with darker colors on
the shutters, verandahs, balustrades and columns [120]. Walls
are one color while two colors can used for the trim.
Rules:
[119] Wall color (1) = white, off-white, pale yellow, pale green, or pink
[120] Trim color (1 or 2)= blue, brown, red, green, light blue, or olive
green.
Wall coo~rs are lighter to reflect soar radIiation. Da~rr oors are
usedin mallr aounts foracet
Decorative Trim
Decorative trim is usually limited to the front of the house where
it can be seen from the street [ 121].
The trim is usually wood fretwork, lattice, or geometric
arrangements on the verandah railings. Fretwork is found along
the fascia of the verandah roof. The style or type is almost
unlimited - but is usually lathed shapes, cut-outs or lattice [122].
It's height is usually no more than 30 cm (12" )[123].
The railing height on a verandah is approximate 1/3 of the
adjoining room, usually 80-90 cm (2'-8"-3'0")[124]. The width
between verandah columns is usually the same or twice the
width of the panels of the adjoining room [125]. The choice of
pattern of railing panel is almost infinite, but simple geometric
forms are the most common, with combination of horizontal,
vertical and diagonal shapes.
Rules:
[1211 Fretwork // verandah facia
[122] Fretwork type = lathed, cut-out, or lattice
[1231 20 cm (8") fretwork height 30 cm (12")
[124] 80 cm (2 '-8") railing height 90 cm (3 '-0")
[1251 Railing panel width = wall panel width or 2 x wall panel width
.~ m o em - t h . *-..... . *..
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The railings and trim~ on the:verandah seethe same function~ of
exrsigniiult iaoaktedeihpublic/.private
teritory, preventsfumiftureand occuatfromfailingoff the.eg
and allows air circulation through it
The choice of pattemn for the *retwork and the rallng panel wdll
depend on the materials available, the skili of the carpenter, the
preference of the owead the budget avaia0bl.
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USING THE GRAMMAR
The purpose of an architectural grammar is to generate designs.
The set of total possible designs to come out of a grammar is very
large (hundreds in the case of this grammar) and will contain
those in the original corpus as well as new ones. The newly
generated designs will all be unique to the original corpus but
will clearly belong to the same "family".
The rules could be put into a computer program which would
then generate all the possible designs. They could also be
generated manually - which, though much slower, would
produce the same results.
In order to test the rules, sketch designs were generated following
the series of rules that were formulated for the grammar. One
was to produce a frame house on a semi-urban site and the other
was a shop/townhouse on an urban site.
As mentionedin aprevious chapter, theprocess of using grammar
rules are usually described as top-town or bottom-up, but in
reality, middle-out is a more accurate reflection of the design
process. The rules were set up as a top-down (see diagram on
next page) but when put to use, they did not follow the strict path
of the rules (see diagram on following page). Rather than
beginning with the overall building site, the designer began at
the room sizes, placed them on the site, checked with the overall
building shape and then skipped down to ceilings and roofs.
On the following pages for each of the two sketch designs are -
a brief description, sketches of the house and a list of the design
decisions that were made during the process, as the rules were
followed.
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MASSING
Building Shape length
and Dimensions width
*ratio
Placement on Site setback from street
*setback from side lot lines
Room ypes ~ *types of rooms (primary, secondary, verandahRoom Types, Sizes of rooms
and Arrangements * arrangements
e* ceiling height of primary rooms
Ceiling Heights *ceiling height of secondary rooms and verandahs
and Roofs *roof types (primary, secondary, verandah)
* roof slopes (primary, secondary, verandah)
Substructure typee height
etype
e height
e no. of risers
Stairs * riser height
e tread depth
e stair width
* placement
Doors
Windows
CONSTR CTION
Materials
Method
Color
Decorative Trim li
e panel width
* no. of panels on length and width of primary,
secondary and verandahs
e panel type
" opening type
e no. of openings
eplacement of openings
e door type
e door swing type
e door height and width
e door shutter type
e door shutter height
e door shutter width
e no. of doors
e door location
* window type
e window opening type
e window width and sill height
* window shutter type
a window shutter height
* window shutter width
e no. of windows
e window location
e foundation materials
" wall materials
" roof structure materials
e roof covering materials
" wall construction method
" wall frame method
" roof truss method
" roof construction method
" wall color
" trim color
e type of trim
" location of trim
e height of fretwork
" railing height
" railing panel width
e railing panel style
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MASSING
Building Shape
and Dimensions
Placement on Site
Room Types, Sizes
and Arrangements
Ceiling Heights
and Roofs
Susrcue
e length
" width
" ratio
e setback from street
" setback from side lot lines
" types of rooms (primary, secondary, verandah
e sizes of rooms
e arrangements
e ceiling height of primary rooms
e ceiling height of secondary rooms and verandahs
* roof types (primary, secondary, verandah)
e roof slopes (primary, secondary, verandah)
type
*height
etype
e height
e no. of risers
irs e riser height
e tread depth
e stair width
e placement
e panel width
" no. of panels on length and width of primary,
secondary and verandahs
e panel type
e opening type
- no. of openings
e placement of openings
e door type
e door swing type
e door height and width
* door shutter type
e door shutter height
e door shutter width
e no. of doors
e door location
* window type
* window opening type
e window width and sill height
- window shutter type
- window shutter height
* window shutter width
e no. of windows
* window location
CONSTR CTION
Materials
Method
Color
Decorative Trm
e foundation materials
* wall materials
e roof structure materials
e roof covering materials
e wall construction method
e wall frame method
* roof truss method
e roof construction method
* wall color
" trim color
e type of trim
e location of trim
o height of fretwork
e railing height
* railing panel width
* railing panel style
Sat
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Design 1 - Frame House
The first design was for a house on a semi-urban lot-12 m by 20
m. The first phase was to have 2 primary rooms (3.5 m x4 m) and
verandah (1.8 m wide, full length). A second phase was planned
for two additional secondary rooms (3 m x 4 m). The building
was placed 1.5 m from the street lot line, and 2.0 m from the side
lot lines. The site's axis was north/south and the breeze also
came from the south.
When the decision of the wall panel width was taken, the initial
room size had to be adjusted. The primary rooms became 4.5 m
x 3.6 m, the verandah became 1.8 m x 9.0 m, and the secondary
rooms became 4.5 m x 2.7 m. Consequently, the building had to
be shifted on the site and distance from the side lot lines became
1.0 m and 2.0 m.
It was decided that the openings would be large and numerous
as possible andnoexteriorshutters would benecessary. Louvered
casement windows were used and an exterior door was placed
in every room.
The low stairs were placed within the verandah and steps were
provided to the doors in the two secondary rooms.
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N
site
floor plan
side facade
front facade
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Test Design 1- Frame House
Type of Decision
MASSING
Room size
Room arrangement
Building shape (check only)
Location on site
Roof type
Roof slope
Ceiling height
Substructure
Stair type
OPENINGS
Wall panel width
Number, type and
Location of Openings
Rules
8-22
23-32
1-4
5-8
36,39,42,46,
35,40-41,47,
33, 34, 37-38,
43-45,48,
49-54
55-61
65-73 (n.a.)
74, 75,
76-87, 99-100
Decision Made
2 rooms @ 3.5 x 4.0 m
verandah 1.8 m width
secondary rooms (3 x 4 m) (2nd and 3rd phase)
width side to width side
length side along street; 1.0 m setback from street
line; kitchen and sanitary facilities near back lot
line
Gable on primary rooms, shed on verandah,
shed on future secondary rooms
Gable - 40*, verandah - 100, secondary rooms -8*
2.6 m primary room
2.2 m secondary room
2.3 verandah
low type
height: 0.6 m
type 2
stair height: 0.6 m
number of risers: 3
tread height: 0.2 m
stair width: 1.0 m
0.9 m (Therefore...
primary room: 5 panels x 4 panels - new room
size: 4.5 m x 3.6 m
secondary rooms: 5 panels x 3 panels -new room
size: 4.5 m x 2.7 m (recheck building size and
placement on site)
verandah: 2 panels x 10 panels
Length primary rooms: panels 1,5, - solid; panels
2,4, - window; panel 3 - door.
Width side: panels 2,3, - window
Verandah: 2 panels on side open, remainder 1/3
height.
louver/panelDoor type
Type of Decision
Door swing
Door size
Door shutters
Stair placement
Window type
Window shutter
Window size
CONSTRUCTION
Materials
Wall materials
Foundation materials
Roof structure
Roof covering
Method
wall construction
roof construction
Color
wall color
trim color
Trim
Fretwork location
Fretwork type
Fretwork height
Railing height
Verandah panel width
Verandah panel style
Rules
i i
89
90-95
96-98
62-64
102-103
104, 108-110
105-107
111
112
113
114
115-116
117-118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
double
height: 2.2 m
width: 0.9 m (panel width)
none
End of verandah (west side)
louver, casement
none
width: 0.9 m (panel width)
sill height: 0.6 m
wood frame
concrete
timber
corrugated metal
type 1 (low wall)
type 1
pale yellow
blue, pale blue
verandah facia board
lattice
10"
0.9 m
1.9 m (2 x panel width)
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Decision Made
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Design 2
- Shop/Townhouse
The second design was for a shop/townhouse on a narrow 10 m
by 20 m lot. The lot was oriented in a north-south direction and
the wind also came from the south. The building was to have two
floors - 4 rooms per floor. The ground floor was to be used as a
store. Upstairs was to be the family house. Both floors had 2
larger primary rooms and two smaller secondary rooms. The
upper floor also had an overhanging verandah which shaded the
entrance of the store.
The house was centered on the lot with 2 meters on each side -
enough to allow for some air movement as well as space for the
exterior side stair and a passage to the back yard. The building
width was 6 m and its length was 11 m. The building was
oriented in on a north/south axis which was not preferred from
a climatic point of view but the lot size and orientation prevented
other alternatives. Consequently, openings were maximized
and windows were shaded.
The two primary rooms were each 6 m x 4 m and the secondary
rooms were 3 x 3 m. The verandah was 1.5 meters wide and
stretched across the front facade.
The windows on the ground floorhave louvered interior casement
windows and solid shutters that can be closed at night for
security. Upstairs are louvered windows. On the verandah that
faces the street, the windows and walls are louvered for ventilation
and privacy. Two windows on the sides and four in the front of
the verandah can be opened or closed according to need.
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Test Design 2- Shop/Townhouse
Type of Decision
MASSING
Room size
Room arrangement
Building shape (check only)
Location on site
Roof type
Roof slope
Ceiling height
Substructure
Stair type
OPENINGS
Wall panel width
Number, type and
Location of Openings
Rules
8-22
23-32
1-4
5-8
36, 39, 42,46,
35,40-41,47,
33, 34,37-38,
43-45,48,
49-54
55-61 (n.a.)
65-73
74, 75,
76-87, 99-100
Decision Made
2 primary rooms @ 6.0 x 4.0 m
verandah 1.5 m width
secondary rooms (3 x 3 m)
length side to length side
length side along street; no setback from street
line; 2.0 m on each side of the house; kitchen and
sanitary facilities near back lot line
Gable on primary rooms, shed on verandah,
shed on secondary rooms
Gable -26*, verandah - 10', secondary rooms -7'
2.8 m primary room
2.3 m secondary room
2.3 m verandah
2-story type
height: 0.1 m
high stair type - straight split
stair height: 2.4 m
number of risers: 12
riser height: 0.2 m
tread depth: .25 m
stair width: 1.0 m
1.0 m (Therefore...
primary room: 6 panels x 4 panels
secondary rooms: 3 panels x 3 panels
verandah: 1.5 panels x 6 panels
Length upper primary rooms: panels 3,4 opening
louver doors, panels 2,5 louver panels, panels 1,
6, solid; panels
Upper primary width side - panels 2,3 louvered
windows, 1 door.
Upper secondary rooms: panel 2 louvered
window
Lower primary, 1.3 m shop doors, width side
panels 2,3 shuttered windows
Lower secondary rooms - panels 2,3 shuttered
windows.
Type of Decision
Door type
Door swing
Door size
Door shutters
Stair placement
Window type
Window shutter
Window size
CONSTRUCTION
Materials
Wall materials
Foundation materials
Roof structure
Roof covering
Method
wall construction
roof construction
Color
wall color
trim color
Trim
Fretwork
Railing height
Verandah panel width
Rules
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Decision Made
±
88
89
90-95
96-98
62-64
102-103
104, 108-110
105-107
111
112
113
114
115-116
117-118
119
120
121-123
124
125
Shop front: 1.3 solid shutter doors
Ground floor secondary rooms and upper
entrance door: panel/louvered doors
double
height: 2.2 m
width: 1.0 m (panel width)
solid downstairs
exterior west side
louver, casement
downstairs: solid
upstairs: none
width: 1.0 m (panel width)
sill height: 0.6 m (upper floor)
sill height: 1.0 m (ground floor)
wood frame
concrete
timber
corrugated metal
type 2
type 2
white
green, yellow
n.a.
n.a. (louvered panels)
1.0 m
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This chapter considers how architectural grammars could be
used in practical terms for assisting the design process. It
considers grammars as a process and a product, discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of different presentation media,
and gives some examples of grammars that have been produced
for a non-academic audience. Finally, it suggests ways of how
grammars could be put into a usable form so that they could be
used by both design professionals and students.
Process vs. Product
When considering architectural grammars as a tool for both
practice and learning, there are two very different ways of
approaching the subject. The first is to look at the process of
formulating a grammar and the second is using an already
completed grammar as a tool. There are advantages and
disadvantages to both approaches.
Having gone through the process of developing a grammar for
this thesis, it is difficult to imagine a method that surpasses it for
developing an understanding of a subject. The process of having
to prescribe rather than simply describe the architectural form,
style or type forces a greater rigor which results in amuch deeper
understanding. However, it is also a very time-consuming
process and does not necessarily increase the user's ability to
evaluate the generated designs other than in terms of whether it
meets the rules.
In cases where developing a grammarmaybe impracticalbecause
of time or where there is a need to evaluate and compare the new
designs, an already-formulated grammar could be used in
conjunction with amethod for comparing designs. If this method
is used, it is essential to present it in an informative and
understandable way to convey the necessary information.
Choice of Medium
How a grammar is presented to users and what it is able to do
will depend on the medium chosen. Three media are briefly
discussed here -paper, wood and computers.
0 Paper (The Grammar as Paper Rules)
The simplest and most usual method of presenting a grammar is
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to write it down and paper and have the user follow the rules to
generate new designs. However, if this medium is used, it is
important to write the rules as clearly as possible and to have the
reasoning or explanation for the rule accompany it (e.g. Appendix
1). Even more helpful would be an additional graphic description
of the process that the user will go through. An example of
written rules and the explanation for them is a summary of the
rules written for the grammar developed for this thesis which
can be found in the appendix.
The advantage of using pen and paper is that it is the simplest
and requires the minimum resources. Though not usually done
in most grammars, it can quite adequately explain the reasoning
behind the rules, simply by having the reasons accompany the
rules.
The disadvantage of this method is that comparison between or
evaluation of the generated designs is not easy. Though the user
will know if the rules were followed, it becomes more difficult to
choose between possible acceptable designs. For example, if one
had to choose between three designs which follow the rules and
fit the design brief for a particular situation, how would one
know which will be the least expensive or provide the greatest
amount of breeze in hot weather? Certainly, these could be
worked out manually, but it would be time-consuming and
discourage quick comparisons.
E Wood (The Grammar as Building Blocks)
The grammar that has been formulated in this thesis could be
made into a set of blocks or kit of parts that could be put together
in different ways to generate designs. In addition to the blocks of
room and roof elements, it would be useful to be able to add more
detail such as having different types windows, doors, stairs and
trim that could be attached to the blocks.
The advantage of using a set of blocks is that in addition to being
fairly inexpensive and easy to use, it would permit designers to
model possibilities in three dimensions rather than sketching
them in two or three dimensions. It could also be preferred to a
computer program if the user is unable or uncomfortable
manipulating 3-d images on a computer screen.
The most serious disadvantage of blocks is that though the
grammar may encode important architectural information, it is
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Possible set of blocks or kit of parts for a tropical grammar.
not able to convey this information to the user who would not be
aware of the rules or the reasoning behind them. The blocks
would strictly limit the discussion to physical form only and it
would not allow comparisonbetween two equally grammatically
correct designs. From a practical point of view it would also
likely be difficult to design a system or kit that would only allow
itself to be arranged in "correct" ways.
N Computer (The Grammar as Computer Program)
Though more expensive than paper or wood, the computer as a
medium offers the widest opportunities for making a grammar
a useful tool for designers.
There are two main approaches for using the computer as a
design and learning tool. The first sees the computer as an
interactive textbook for tutoring. It breaks the subject into facts
and often emphasizes rote learning. The second approach sees
the computer as an expressive medium which provides
exploratory environments and allows the learner (and teacher)
to explore a subject which leads to discovery and learning.
Neither approach is right nor wrong but some subjects lend
themselves to one approach rather than another. Learning to
type, for example, would not be a subject where the most
effective learning method is discovery; in this case, practice and
drill is more appropriate. Design on the other hand lends itself
to an exploratory approach because it allows the user to build
and integrate different aspects or pieces of knowledge as they
need it.
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The computer's greatest advantage is its flexibility which allows
different levels of information to be made available when it is
needed by the user. The user can choose to work with a "black"
or "transparent" box, that is, they can choose to work with more
limited information or delve deeper in to subject and work with
much more complex and complete information. Of course, its
ability to calculate quickly also makes itveryusefulfor evaluating
designs whether it be from a cost or energy point of view.
Examples of Grammars
The following are examples of how grammars, as products, have
been used for presenting styles or types of architectural form
using different media.
To date, most grammars have been written for an academic
audience rather than the professional, student, or general public.
They have also usually been limited to the printed page with
many (but not all) describing the rules in a more mathematical
form. In spite of a grammar's ability to generate form through
the use of the rules, few authors have developed their grammars
into a computer program.
M Planmaker and Facademaker
George Hersey and Richard Freedman's Possible Palladian
Villas (Plus a Few Instructively Impossible Ones) has, in
addition to the text,an accompanying diskette with two computer
programs - Planmaker and Facademaker. The program allows the
user to design Palladian villas by applying the rules described in
the book. In Planmaker the user types in the dimensions of the
desired plan and the program generates plans to fit the
dimensions. With Facademaker the user can also create facades of
Palladianvillasbychoosingelements fromamenuwhichincludes
4 roof types, 16 facade styles, 4 bases, and 14 stair styles. The
authors state that the designs can also be generated manually by
following the rules in the book.
The authors explain that they decided to have a computer design
the Palladian villas rather than doing it themselves simply
because of its "ability to calculate ahugenumber of permutations
and combinations based on Palladio's rules. Because of the
rapidity and completeness with which it can apply these rules,
it can test them on a far wider and firmer basis than could an
unaided human being. With the disk containing Planmaker and
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Facademaker, our software for creating plans and facades, anyone
can sit down in front of a Macintosh and generate thousands of
Palladian villas. The ultimate number is probably circumscribed
only by the operator's patience." They also state that another
advantage of the computer is that it "excludes unconscious
human prejudice" and eliminates imitators of Palladio who
"stray very far from his architectural code".
Hersey and Freedman's computer program is interestingbecause
they have actually done what many others have only suggested
and they have suceeded in putting it into a very easy-to-use
format. The program does exactly what it is supposed to do -
it generates Palladian look-alike villas using a computer program.
However, usingthe program quickly demonstrates its limitations
as a design tool (though to be fair, this may not have been their
main objective). The user canindeed create thousands of Palladian
villas but the problem is that the user's understanding is not
increased as the designs are generated. Is one design preferable
over another, and if so, why? There is no indication of what rules
are being used (unless the user reads the book) or why those
rules exist. The user's role becomes one of pushing the buttons,
rather mindlessly watching the program generate designs and
the process quickly becomes very uninteresting.
The Facademaker and Planmaker programs are actuallyvery similar
to the blocks and rubber stamp kits that will be discussed next.
Though the technology would permitmuch greater possibilities,
the program does not take advantage of them and actually ends
up being a stricter high-tech version of blocks or rubber stamps.
To be truly useful to designer, a computer program must do
something more than produce imitationbuildings. Itmustbring
to it an understanding which in Hersey and Freedman's case is
done through reading the book, and not the computer program.
M Archiblocks
The other example of a shape grammar that has been produced
for the general public is Archiblocks by Bower Studios. It is a set
of building blocks in "architecturally correct styles" that include
Greek, Roman, Japanese, Santa Fe, Renaissance and Frank Lloyd
Wright. These blocks are a scaled-down version but still in the
family of the well-known Froebel blocks used by Frank Lloyd
Wright as a child. Their advantage is that they permit much
more interaction than the Hersey/Freedman program and are
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The Wright stuff
in Archiblocks
l Archiblocks - building blocks in -
architecturally correct styles that in-
elude Greek, Roman, Japanese, San-
ta Fe, Renaissance and now Frank
Lloyd Wright - were originally con-
ceived as children's toys. That they
are, but owner/designer Ron Bower
estimates that now "75 percent are
bought for adults," to use as decora-
tion, wall sculpture, curios, and yes,
adult toys. Sized from a W-inch cube
to 8-inch columns, priced from $39
per set to $300, some come in a
wooden box with plexiglass front, for
displaying your architectural cre-
ations. If you order now from Bower
Studios, 300 Main St., Vergennes,
VT 05491, (802)'877-6868, fax (802)
877-3631, they'll guarantee Christ-
mas delivery, MGoK/ BURR&
source: Boston Globe
meant to be played with and used to explore ways of putting
together the elements to produce new designs. It is a much more
creative and interesting activity for the user, however its major
drawback is that though the user has the elements they do not
know the rules for combining them - arranging the forms
becomes an interesting but rather arbitrary process.
E Rubber Stamps
Another grammar is a set of rubber stamps called Fun With
Architecture. The kit is made up of a set of 36 basic shapes that
the user can put together to generate designs. It is interesting to
find in the booklet that accompanies the kit that it very explicitly
describes itself as a shape grammar...
"Architecture is like a language. In a written language, letters
make words, words make sentences, and sentences make
paragraphs. If they are thoughtfully arranged, they communicate
ideas.
Architecture works in a similar way. Small elements are
combined to make parts of a building like walls and roofs. These
parts are then combined to make a whole building, which
communicatesinitsownway. This is the languageof architecture.
The stamps in this kit are the equivalent of letters and words.
They are the architecturalbuildingblocks thatmakeupbuildings.
You will easily recognize some of them as pieces of buildings.
Others will look like simple geometrical shapes."
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ne nil,
Basis shapes from Fun with Architecture (Eisen, 1992)
The rubber stamps are similar to the blocks (though limited to
two dimensions instead of three) because they permit the user to
use the "kit" to explore possibilities and generate designs rather
than a machine. However, like the blocks, it also fails to convey
any rules or reasoning for assembling the shapes and does not
consider any issue other than physical form.
Another Approach
The choice of medium used to present agrammar clearly depends
on the resources available and the particular needs of the user,
but by far the most flexible medium with the greatest potential
for making a grammar useful is the computer.
Computer programs have been written that, using a grammar's
rules, generate all the possible designs. A more rewarding
approach from a user's point of view would be to design a
computer program that would allow the user to generate designs
using the grammar, be aware of and understand the reasoning
behind the rules, and permit the user to quickly evaluate many
possible designs in terms other than solely form (e.g. energy,
ease of construction, cost, etc.).
This program could combine several approaches depending on
the needs of the user. In the first approach, the program
generates the designs but the user has a variety of tools available
- ~-
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Possible modeling systems to accompany program.
to help select and evaluate the design. The second approach
would have the user generate the design, perhaps used in
conjunction with blocks or a kit of parts to assist in the modeling.
Design decisions would be made following the rules but based
on the particular design situation or context. The designs
generated in this way could then be evaluated in terms of cost,
energy, etc.
This combined approach takes advantage of the computer's
flexibility which allows the user to concentrate only one some
aspects of the design if desired. The program could also be
designed to provide background information to explain and
illustrate the basic principles and reasoning behind the rules.
An example of how one small part of the program could be used
to help make design decisions is a program developed for
Wolverine Technologies, a manufacturer of exterior building
materials. An interactive point-of-sale kiosk was developed that
allows customers to experiment with different color schemes
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Wolverine Technology's point-of-sale kiosk (Josephson, 1992)
and to see the results. The program has drawings of several
different styles of houses. At the side of the screen are the parts
of the house (siding, windows and doors, trim and corner posts,
facias, porch trim, porch skirt, and gables). Under it are 14 colors
of paint. The user clicks on variations of the house parts and
colors to experiment with different color combinations. Though
simple, it is very effective for weighing alternatives and arriving
at a decision. (Josephson, 1992)
Other parts of the program that could be developed would be
similar to those used to predict the building's performance such
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asconstructioncost, operatingcost, comfort, energy consumption,
lighting conditions, how easily it can be used, etc. Professor
Murray Milne at UCLA has suggested that what is needed by
designers are design tools which he defines as "a piece of
software that is easy and natural for architects to use, that easily
accommodatesthree-dimensionalrepresentationsof thebuilding,
and that predicts something useful about the building's
performance". (Milne)
Another useful feature of this program would allow the user to
"walk through" the building under consideration. This is very
important feature because it would allow the designer to
experience and evaluate the physical form before it was built.
With the computer the designer again could also work at different
levels of complexity from the very detailed to the very broad.
Certainly a problem with these very complex programs is that is
it all too easy for the user to get lost, to not get an overview or not
see how parts are related. Care in the design to prevent this from
occurring.
This computer program as described does not exist but the parts
that make it up do - there are CAD programs, evaluation
programs, walk-through programs, presentation programs, etc.
What would be needed is a means of tying them together. The
result would be a complex program and care would have to be
taken when designing it to ensure that the user does not get lost
or confused when using it.
Summary and
Conclusions
The overall objective of this thesis was to examine architectural
grammars and to evaluate them in terms of usefulness for
designing appropriate architecture in hot humid climates.
The methodology used for exploring this question was to review
shape grammars that have been created, examine the principles
for designing inhothumid climates and investigating traditional
Caribbean architecture. A grammar was then formulated, based
on a set of 16 houses and as a test, two new designs were
generated. The exercise of creating a grammar was especially
useful to illustrate its strengths and weaknesses. Finally,
grammars that have been produced for the public rather than an
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academic audience were reviewed and suggestions were made
for ways of presenting grammars to make them a more practical
and useful tool for designers.
Since the primary purpose of any grammar is to increase our
understanding of design, it must be judged on those term.
Most grammars that have been produced to date have been
shape grammars, based on a particular architect's style or
occasionally a building style. Shape grammars have two serious
limitations which reduce their usefulness for a designer. The
first is that, as the name suggests, shape grammars focus only on
physical form. Though certainly the ability to manipulate form
is an essential skill for a designer, architecture is much more. The
second limitation is that a grammar on its own does not provide
information on the reasons for the rules that make up the
grammar. Without this information, there is no understanding
and the designer is reduced to a simple generator of look-alike
designs. If this information was made explicit, the designer
could choose to ignore some rules or add others that might be
more applicable in certain contexts. This would increase the
ability of the designer to design instead of being limited to
simply reproducing or recreating someone else's style.
However, in its favor, as a tool for learning about and gaining an
understanding of an architectural type or style, the process of
developing (as opposed to using) a grammar is unsurpassed.
The need go beyond description of a typology into prescription
forces a much greater rigor which results in a deeper
understanding. This process though,is also very time-consuming
which could reduce its usefulness in a professional or educational
setting.
In its usual form, shape grammars have some limitations but
these can be overcome fairly easily, allowing the grammar to
become an extremely useful toolfor designers. These limitations
could be overcome in three ways, all of which are interlinked.
The first change would entail also including other practical
architectural knowledge in the grammar. Though physical form
is important, so are many other aspects which should be
incorporated into the grammar. These issues may include
assessment of comfort, cost, performance, experience, light,
sound, and function.
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Secondly, ways must be developed for presenting grammars
which allow users to understand the reasoning behind the rules,
not simply follow them. This could be done using both words
and graphics. This is essential in order to allow the designer to
intelligently break the rules when necessary which would result
in a better design. The goal should be for the user to be a
participant in the design process not just the recipient of the
generated designs.
Thirdly, methods for analyzing the designs that are generated by
the grammar should be incorporated that would permit the user
to quickly evaluate many possible designs in terms other than
solely physical forms (e.g. energy use, ease of construction, cost,
etc.).
These improvements could be implemented using a variety of
technologies, but a computer program has the greatest potential.
Because of its speed of calculation, flexibility and ability to
selectively present and consider one or more aspects of a design
as well as the relationship between them, it offers the widest
opportunity for making a grammar a useful tool for designers.
In relation to designing climatically responsive architecture for
hot humid climates, a grammar is a useful tool because itis based
on traditional Caribbean architecture which was intended to
maximize the comfort of the occupants given the resources
available and the conditions of climate, site and use. Traditional
Caribbean architecture offers practical architectural solutions
and therefore, a grammar based on this architecture will produce
new designs with the same characteristics. These considerations
are still relevant today because there is a need for housing that
does not rely on air-conditioning but creates comfortable
conditions for the inhabitants with minimum investment,
maintenance cost and energy, using simple building methods
and materials and which reflects local needs and conditions.
An architectural grammar that focuses on the relationship
between architectural form and energy use helps designers to
understand the consequences of their mostbasic design decisions
and helps them to use these issues to generate form rather than
simply accommodating them. An architectural vocabulary and
grammar based on Caribbean architecture is also applicable to
other regions with similar climates and could easily be adapted
to more closely reflect local architectural practices.
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of Grammar Rules
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Explanation
1] 5.0 m (16'-5") 5 building length (1.bld) 5 9.0
m (29'-6")
[2] Width (w.bld) < Length (l.bld)
[3] 2.7 m (8'-11") 5 building width (w.bld)
6.0 m (19'-8")
[4] 1.09: Length/Width Ratio 3.0
The Site
[5] 0 5 bld.setback 1.0 m (3'-3")
[6] 1sd.blg I I street or wsd.bld I I street
[7] 1.5 m (5'-0") 5 sd.passage
Room Types, Sizes and Arrangements
Primary Room
[8] 3.0 m (9'-10") length of primary room
(1.pr) 8.0 m (26'-3")
[9] Width (w.pr) < Length (l.pr)
[10]Width (w.pr) = 2.0 m - 3.5 m (6'-7" - 11'-6")
[avg. 2.98]
[11]1.00 Length/Width Ratio 5 2.67
[12*]FH: length and width of upper primary
room = length and width of lower primary
room
[13] S/TH or TW: width or length of upper
primary room = width or length of lower
primary room + (0 -1.8 m)
The width and length of the building varies with
the number of room. The maximum width is 6.0
meters (2 - 3m rooms) in order to permit air
movement through the building.
The building is placed close to the front of the
site, next to the street in order to maximize the
space at the back of the house where household
activities take place. Also in the back are the
kitchen and sanitary facilities. Placing the
building close to the street also facilitates social
contact between the occupants sitting on their
verandah and those on the street.
The first priority for orientation is for wind; the
longest side of the building should face the
prevailing winds. The second priority is shade;
the building's length should be oriented along
the east-west axis. These two priorities may be
met on a rural site. However, in urban areas, the
building will be oriented to the lot lines; the
length of the building will either be parallel to
the street or at 900.
The primary rooms are the largest because they
are the first-built rooms and therefore must be
multi-functional (living, sleeping, storage, etc.).
As the family gets larger and wishes to expand,
the new (secondary) rooms are usually smaller
because they are usually used as bedrooms. The
primary rooms either continue to be used for
sleeping and living or they are usded exclusively
as living areas.
The smallest dimension of the room's width
(2.0m)(6'-7) is dictated by the size of a bed or the
spaceneeded to lay down. The largest dimension
of the room's witdth (3.5m)(11'-6") is dictated by
the length of the timber that was ready available.
The smallest dimension of the room's length is
again dictated by the size of a bed. It's largest
dimension is dicated by the size of the lot and the
ability to arrange furniture and activities within
the space.
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On a two-story building, the overhang both
shades the walls and the entrance to the shop.
Secondary Room
[14] Width of secondary room (w.sr) < width
of primary room (w.pr)
[15] Length of secondary room (l.sr)= length
of primary room (l.pr)
or
Length of secondary room (l.sr) = width of
primary room (w.pr)
[16] Width of secondary room (w.sr) < length
of secondary room (l.sr)
17] 1.8 m (5'-11") width of secondary room
(w.sr) 2.5 m (8'-2")
[18] 1.18 5 length/width ratio 2.25
[19] length and width of upper secondary
rooms = length and width of lower
secondary rooms
Verandah
[20]1.2 m (4'-0") 5 width of verandah (w.vr)
1.8 m (6"-0")
[21] Width of verandah (w.vr) < length of
verandah (l.vr)
[22] Length of verandah (l.vr)
= length of the building (l.bld) or
= width of the building (w.bld) or
= perimeter of the building (p.bld)
= length of a secondary room
Arrangements
[23] 1:5 no. of rooms (#.rm) // one side of
building (w.bld) 2
[24] No. of primary rooms (#pr) >1
[25] length side of primary room adjoins the
length side of the second primary room.
Isd.pr // lsd.pr
or
the width side of the primary room
adjoins the width side of the second
primary room
wsd.pr / / wsd.pr
The secondary rooms aresmaller than the
primary room because they are built second and
usually have more limited functions, e.g. the are
most often the bedroom.
The smallest dimension of the room's width
(2.0m)(6'-7) is dictated by the size of a bed or the
space needed to lay down. The largest dimension
of the room's widthis dictated by dimension of
the adjoining room.
The verandahispartofthehousebutnotusually
part of the main structure; this allows the it to be
built at a later phase. The verandah is one of the
most prominent features of the house and usually
is the only part that is decorated. Not only does
the verandah shade the walls which keeps the
house cool, but it serves as the transition zone
between the private house and the public street.
The minimum width dimension of 1.2 m (4'-0")
is dicated by the space needed to place a chair.
The maximum dimension is dicated by the
spanning ability of the timber.
The number of rooms is limited to two in order
to permit air circulation through the house.
The rooms are added in a linear arrangement to
simplify and facilitate construction and future
additions.
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Secondary Rooms
[26) No. of secondary rooms (#sr) > 0
27] If the width side of the primary room
adjoins the width side of the next primary
room, then the length side of the
secondary room adjoins and equals the
length side of the primary room.
If lsd.pr // wsd.pr, the 1sd.sr // and =
1sd.pr
or
If the length side of the primary room
adjoins the length side of the second
primary room, then the length side of the
secondary room adjoins and is equal to
the width side of the primary room.
If lsd.pr1 /I/ sd.pr 2, then lsd.sr / / & =
wsd.pr
[28] Width length of the secondary room
adjoins the width of the next secondary
room.
wsd.sr1 // wsd.sr 2 // wsd.sr3 ...
[29] No. of secondary rooms (#sr) = no. of
primary rooms (#pr)
Verandah
[30] No. of verandahs (#vr) = 0 or 1
[31] Verandah (vr) // length of building
(l.bld) or
Verandah (vr) // width of building
(w.bld) or
Verandah (vr) // perimeter of building
(p.bld) or
Verandah (vr) substitutes (j) one
secondary room (1 sr)
[32] Length side of verandah (l.vr) // street or
front of site.
Ceiling Heights and Roofs
[33] Ceiling height of primary room1 (cl.pr1 )=
ceiling height of primary room 2 (cl.pr2 )
ceiling height of primary room3 (cl.pr3 ) ...
[3412.4 m (7'-11"0 5 ceiling height of primary
room (cl/pr) 3.0 m (9'-10")
[35] 270 5 roof angle primary room (ra.pr)
490.
[36] Roof type (rftp.pr) = gable or hip
The secondary rooms are added on the same
side and the full length of the building, most
likdely to faciliate construction.
For ease of construction, the verandah extends
the whole length or width of the building or is
the size of a secondary room. The purpose of the
verandah is to shade the wall and to provide an
indoor/outdoor space for the house that also
acts as a transition between public and private
space.
The ceilings are relatively high because of the
belief that higher ceilings are cooler. This is true
if the roof is uninsulated (which it often was) but
is less important if the ceiling is well insulated.
The roofs are sloped to permit the rapid removal
of rainwater and to direct it to the gutters where
is often collected for household use. The steep
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[37] Ceilin height of secondary room1 (cl.srl)
= cl.sr = cl.sr3 ...
[38] 2.2 m (7'-3") 5 cl.sr 2.7 m (8'-10")
[39] Roof type (rftp.sr) = shed or gable
[40]60 shed roof angle (ra.sd.sr) 140
[41] Roof angle of gable roof (ra.gb.sr) = 430
[42] Roof type (rft.sr) = or # roof type of
primary room (rft.pr)
[43] If roof type (rft.sr) = gable, ceiling ht. of
primary room (cl.pr) = ceiling ht. of
secondary room
[44] If roof type (rft.sr) = shed, ceiling ht. of
primary room (cl.pr) > Ceiling ht. of
secondary room (cl.sr) + roof ht. of shed
roof (ht.sh.sr)
[45]2.2 m (7'-3") ceiling ht. of verandah
(cl.vr) 2.5 m (8'-2")
[46] Roof type (rftp.vr) = shed
[48] 6* roof angle of verandah (ra.vr) 180
[48] Ceiling ht. of verandah (cl.vr) + roof
height of verandah (ht.sh.vr) < ceiling ht.
of adjacent room (cl.pr) or (cl.sr) .
[49] Substructure type = low, high or two-
story
[50] If no. of stories = 1, substructure type is
low or high
[51] If no. of stories =2, substructure type is
two-story
[52] Substructure low type height (sub.ht) =
0.1 m - 0.6 m (4"-24")
[53] Substructure high type height (sub.ht) =
2.2 m -2.7 m (7'-3"- 8'-11")
[54] Substructure 2-story type height (sub.ht)=
0.1m - 0.6 m (4"-24")
[55] If substructure type is low, then low stair
type = 1, 2, 3 or none
[56] No. of stairs/risers (#rsr) = low
substructure height/0.20m
slope of the roof also enables the ceiling to be
even higher (it often reaches the tie beam on the
truss.
The roof type can be gable or shed, depending
on the spanand thepreference of thehomeowner.
Ceiling heights for secondary rooms with a shed
roof are lower than primary rooms because they
are usually built as a second roof and which
must be lower than the main roof. If the roof is a
gable, the ceiling height can be the same as the
primary room.
The slope of shed roofs is quite low because of
the roof having to fit under the main roof. The
slope of a gable roof will be close to the roof slope
of the primary room.
The roof type of a verandah is always shed
because of its narrow width. The slope of shed
roofs is quite low because of the roof having to
fit under the main roof.
Ceiling heights for verandahs are lower than
primary rooms because they are usually built as
a second roof and which must be lower than the
main roof.
Buildings are raised off the ground to allow for
ventilation and to inspect for insect damage.
Floors thatare raised one storyprovideacovered
area below the house. Two story structures
permit more living space in a smaller area which
is especially important in urban areas.
The type of stair will depend on the budget of
the homeowner and the height of the
substructure. The simplest type is often a single
concrete block. If the substructure is very low
(e.g. 20 cm or less), usually no stair is used (e.g.
on the ground floor of a shop/townhouse.
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[57]10 cm (4") 5 total stair height of low type
1 (ht.strl) 30 cm (12")
[58] Total height of low type 2 or 3 (ht.str 2)
(ht.str3) = height of substructure (sub.ht)
[59] Height of risers (ht.rsr) = substructure
height (sub.ht)/ No. of risers (#rsr)
[60]0.9 m (3'-0") stair width (w.str) 1.2 m
(4'-0")
[61] 20 cm (8") 5 tread depth (d.trd) 30 cm
(12")
[62] stair (str) / / door (dr) or
stair (str) / / verandah (vr) x/ / door
[63] angle of stair approach (*str.app)= 00 or
90*
[64] No. of type 1 stairs (#str.11) 0
No. of type 2 stairs (#str.12) 0
05 no. of type 3 stairs (#str.13) 5 1
[65] If substructure type = high or 2-story, then
high stair type = hst.1, hst.2, hst.3, hst.4 or
hst.5
[66] If substructure type is high, the total
height of high stairs (ht. hstr) = height of
substructure (sub.ht)
[67] If substructure type is 2-story, the total
height of high stairs (ht.hstr) =
substructure height + ceiling height of
ground room.
[68] No. of stairs/risers (#rsr) = total height of
high stairs (ht.hstr)/.20m (8")
[69] Height of risers (ht.rsr) = total height of
high stairs (ht.hstr)/No. of risers (#rsr)
[70] 20 cm (8") 5 tread width (w.trd) 30 cm
(12")
[71] 0.9 m (3'-0") stair width (w. h str) 1.8 m
(6'-0")
[72] high stair (h.str) / / door (dr) or
high stair (h.str) / / verandah (vr) // door
(dr)
or
high stair // building side
[73] angle of stair approach (*str. app) = 0* or
900
The height and number of stairs will depend on
the height of the substructure. The width will
depend on the preference of the owner and the
height of the stair; stairs usually tend to be
somewhat wider as the height rises. Bannisters
are optional on low stairs.
The stairs are always placed against the front
door if there is no verandah. If there is a
verandah, it is placed close to the front door to
minimize the distance between it and the
entrance. Only occasionally is it placed at the
end of the verandah - usually when there is not
enough space on the site for the stairs.
The height of the stairs will depend on the
height of the substructure. The width will
depend on the preference and budget of the
owner. The style of stair will depend on the size
of the site, and the preference of the owner.
Railings will always be used for high stairs.
The stairs are placed next to the door or if there
is a verandah, as close as possible to the front
door in order to minimize circulation space on
the verandah. The placement also depends on
the preference of the owner as well as on the
amount of space on the site between the house
and the street. Like the low stairs, the high stairs
are always visible from the street. Shop/
townhouses usually have their exterior stairs on
the side of the building in order to maximize the
public space in front of the store.
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[74] 0.8 m (2'-8") panel width 1.0 m (3'-3")
[75] panel widthl = panel width2 = panel
width 3 = panel width4 ...
[76] panel type = full wall, 1/3 height wall, or
opening
[77] opening type = door window, or none
[78] opening width = panel width
[79] No. of panels in bld. length = building
length/panel width
[80] No. of panels in bld. width = building
width/panel width
[81] No. of panels in exterior wall = wall
length/panel width
[82]3 5 no. of panels per exterior wall
(#wl.pnl) 10
[83] If no. of panels = 3-5, no. of openings 1
[84] If no. of panels >5, no. of openings 2
[85] If no. of panels = 3, 5, 7, or 9, and if no. of
openings = 1, the opening is placed in
panel no. ((no. of panels/2)+.5)
[86] If no. of panels = 4, 6, 8, or 10, and if no. of
openings = 1, the opening is placed in
panel no. (no. of panels/2) or ((no. of
panels/2) + 1)
[87] No. and placement of openings in lower
floor = No. and placement of openings in
upper floor.
[88] door type = none, panel, louvered, panel/
louvre or glass/panel.
[89] door swing type = single, double or triple
[90]0.8 m (2'-8") 5 door opening (dr.opn) 5 1.5
m (5'-0")
[91] If house type is shop/townhouse, 1.2 m
(4'-0") 5 width of doors on lower floor <
1.5 (5'-0")
[92] If door swing type = single, door width
(w.sgl.dr) = 0.8 or 1.0 m (2'-8", 3'-3")
[93] If door swing type = double, door width
(w.dbl.dr) = 1.0 or 1.2 m (3'-3", 4'-0")
[94] If door swing type = triple, door width
The number and placement of openings in the
rooms are one of the most important decisions in
terms of comfort for the occupants. The general
approach is to maximize the opening size and
number whenever possible to enhance air
movement. All exterior walls of all rooms should
have at least one opening in it; larger rooms will
have more than one opening. These openings
can be doors or windows. If there is only one
opening per wall, it is usually centered in order
to permit air to move through the middle of the
room.
The openings of 2-story buildings will be
balanced with the same number and position,
but not necessarily the same type For example,
door openings may be placed on the ground
floor but windows are used on the second floor.
The type of door will depend on the context and
the preference of the owner. Doors with glass
would usually be located in the shade (e.g. on a
verandah) to prevent solar heat gain inside the
house. Doors with glass would alsohave shutters
to protect them during storms and for security.
Solid panel doors might be used more where
security is an issue.
The type of door swing will depend on the
width of the wall panel, the preference of the
owner and the amount of space available for the
door swing.
The width of the door will depend on the wall
panel width, the door swing type and the use of
the door. Residential doors are usually the
width of the wall panel but specialty doors such
as those used in the ground floor of the shop/
townhouse will be much wider to allow the
movement of goods and customers.
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(w.trp.dr) 1.2 m (4'-0")
[95] Door height (dr.ht) = 2.2 m (7'-3")
[96] Shutter type = panel, plank, louver, solid
or none.
[97] Shutter height (sht.ht)= door height
(dr.ht)
[98] Shutter width (sht.w)= door width/2
[99]2 5 total number of exterior doors
(#ext.drs)
[100] Number of "front" doors (#fnt.drs) 1
[101] Door // verandah, ground or stairs
[102] window type = louvered, pane, plain.
decorative, or combination
[103] window opening type = sash or case-
ment
[104] shutter type = louver, panel, or plank.
[105] Window width = 0.8, 1.0,or 1.2m
[106] Top of window = top of door
[107] Window sill height = 0, 0.6 (2'-0") or 1.0
m (3'-3")
[108] Window shutter type = panel, plank,
louver, or solid.
[109] Window shutter height = window height
[110] Window shutter width = window
width/2
[111] Foundation materials = stone, concrete,
or concrete block.
[112] Wall materials = wood framing, or wood
The shutter type will depend on the level of
security needed, the door type it protects, the
intensity of storms experienced and the
preference of the owner.
The height of the shutters is always the height of
the doors and the width is half of the door
opening.
All houses would have atleast2 doors (a "front"
and a "back" door) with even small houses often
having more.
For safety, a door must always open onto a
verandah, the ground or a set of stairs.
The choice of window type depends on the
amount of shade, the amount of security needed
and the preference of the owner. Glass windows
in particular should be shaded to prevent solar
heat gain. Louvered windowsmightbe preferred
when air movement is desired even though
windows may need to be closed.
The choice of sash orcasementwindows depends
on the preference of the owner, the amount of air
movement desired, and the amount of space
available for the window swing.
Window width will depend on the width of the
wall panel. The top of the window is always at
the same level of the top of any door. The height
of the window will depend on the preference of
the owner and the amount of air movement
desired within the room.
The choice of shutter type will depend on the
preference of the owner, the amount of air
circulation desired, the type of window it
protects, the intensity of storms experienced
and the amount of security needed. The height
of the shutters is always the same as the window
height and shutter width is always half of the
window width.
The choice of building materials will depend
largely on their local availability and their cost.
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framing with insulation, or concrete block
with shading and insulation.
[113] Roof structure material= timber
[114] Roof covering material= wooden
shingles, tiles, or corrugated metal sheet.
[115] Wall construction method = lightweight
or heavy construction
If wall construction method = heavy, wall
construction - insulation
[116] Wall frame method = type 1 or 2
[117] Roof truss method = type 1 or 2
[118] Roof construction method - insulation
[119] Wall color (1) = white, off-white, pale
yellow, pale green, or pink
[120] Trim color (1 or 2) = blue, brown, red,
green, light blue, or olive green.
[121] Fretwork // verandah facia
[122] Fretwork type = lathed, cut-out, or lattice
[123] 20 cm (8") 5 fretwork height s30 cm
(12")
[124] 80 cm (2'-8") 5 railing height 5 90 cm (3'-
0")
[125] Railing panel width = wall panel width
or 2 x wall panel width
Foundation materials will depend on the
materials that are available locally.
Preferred wall materials are those that have a
low thermal capacity and do not transfer heat
easily. If concrete block is used, walls must be
shaded and/or insulated.
Preferred roofing coverings are those that have
a low thermal capacity and do not transfer heat
easily.
Insulating the roof which receives the maximum
amount of solar radiation, will prevent the heat
from radiating into the room and heating the air
inside.
Insulating the walls, especially east/west
unshaded walls will prevent the heat from
transferring into the room.
The choice of the wall frame and roof truss
method will depend on the tradition in the area
and the availability of materials.
Wall colors are lighter to reflect solar radiation.
Darker colors are used in smaller amounts for
accent.
The purpose of the trim is to add individuality to
the house. Fretwork also provides more shade
to the walls while still allowing air movement
through it.
The railings and trim on the verandah serve the
same function of expressing individuality; it
also marks the edge of the public/private
territory, prevents furniture and occupants from
falling off the edge and allows air circulation
through it.
The choice of pattern for the fretwork and the
railing panel will depend on the materials
available, the skill of the carpenter, thepreference
of the owner and the budget available.
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